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ABSTRACT 

Presented in this thesis is a new asymmetric digital signal processing 

(ADSP) system for an indoor wireless communications link, intended to 

supplement the coverage of an indoor-wired computer network. The objective of 

this thesis is to minimize the portable transceiver complexity at the expense of 

the base station complexity. 

A digital signal processor (DSP) T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 from Texas Instruments is 

used to emulate the base station of the A D S P system. A desktop personal 

computer is used to emulate the portable unit of the A D S P system 

The A D S P hardware system is tested under different indoor wireless 

channel conditions. The experimental results show that the A D S P system has 

satisfactory and predictable performance. In most cases the proposed A D S P 

system has the same ability as a symmetric system to remove inter-symbol 

interference introduced by a multi-path channel. In some cases, a slight increase 

in the number of equalizer taps is necessary for the A D S P system to have the 

same performance as the symmetric system. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Subject Area 

The subject of this thesis is digital signal processing for indoor wireless 

communication. The radio channel in an indoor wireless communication 

environment is a multi-path channel. The multi-path propagation effects cause 

intersymbol interference in high-speed indoor wireless communications. The 

hardware implementation of an asymmetrical signal processing system is 

explored, and a new indoor wireless communication system structure is 

presented here. 

1.2 New Results 

Conventionally, in a typical wireless network with a duplex radio link, the 

computation complexity of the signal processing in the base station is similar with 

that in the mobile terminal. Both the base station and the mobile terminal have an 

equalizer at the receiver or at the transmitter. 

In this thesis, the hardware implementation of a new asymmetric digital 

signal processing system for an indoor wireless communication network is 

proposed. A s depicted in Figure 3.5, the signal equalization process is removed 

from the mobile terminal—portable computer, and is only performed in the base 

station. A decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is placed at the base station in the 

receiver to remove the intersymbol interference caused by the multi-path 

channel. A pre-equalizer, which consists of a Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) 

precoder and a feed forward equalizer, is also placed at the base station in the 

transmitter. This pre-equalizer also plays the role of removing intersymbol 

interference. Thus the computation complexity at the mobile terminal is reduced. 
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The power consumption, the size and the weight of the mobile terminal are all 

reduced. Although the computation complexity at the base station is increased, 

the base station is less constrained by size and weight issues. 

The implementation hardware consists of a TMS320C30 digital signal 

processing (DSP) system board and a desktop personal computer (PC). The 

D S P system board is used to emulate a base station. The desktop P C is used to 

emulate a mobile terminal—portable computer. The D S P board is operated from 

a 33.3 M H z clock; with an arithmetic performance of 16.7 million floating-point 

computations per second. This D S P board supports a sampling rate up to 

200kHz. Most of the digital signal process procedures are performed on the D S P 

board. 

The proposed asymmetric digital signal processing (ADSP) system uses the 

Recursive Lease Square (RLS) algorithm to adaptively adjust the tap weights of 

the equalizer based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion. The 

R L S algorithm has the feature of fast convergence. In a hardware system with 

limited memory space, this feature can save the occupied space of the training 

sequence in each data frame. 

The modulo-2N arithmetic used in the pre-equalizer is intended to mitigate 

the possibility of generating infinite power from the feedback loop. The traditional 

modulo-2N arithmetic may inadvertently change the true identity of an 

information bit, which makes the recovery of the signal at the receiver side 

impossible. The author presents a new way to bypass this problem. 

Usually the channel model is a statistical model derived from real time 

measurements. This presents a difficulty in re-configuring the channel 

characteristics for research purposes. In this thesis, the multi-path channel is 

simulated inside the TMS320 D S P board. By configuring the number of paths 
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and path gain in a multi-path channel; the delay spread of each path; adding a 

pulse shaping procedure; and changing the signal to noise ratio, the A D S P 

system is tested under a variety of channel conditions. The asymmetrical 

equalization structure has similar ability as that of a symmetrical equalization 

structure to combat the dispersive channel, as long as the appropriate numbers 

of taps is chosen in the equalization process and a suitable transmission power 

is used in the system. 

1.3 Thesis Overview 

Chapter 2 serves to present the fundamentals that underlie this thesis. This 

chapter briefly introduces background knowledge for wireless communication 

systems and some equalization techniques employed in industry. This chapter 

consists of two major sections. The first section introduces a brief history of 

wireless communication and some basic components in an indoor wireless digital 

communication system. The second section gives a detailed coverage of 

equalization techniques, including linear and nonlinear equalizers, the structure 

of an equalizer, and different algorithms used in adaptive equalization. 

Chapter 3 gives an outline for the asymmetric signal processing system 

proposed in this thesis. It covers the previous work regarding the asymmetric 

equalization structure, the structure of the proposed asymmetric signal 

processing system, and some necessary assumptions for the hardware 

implementation. 

Chapter 4 gives a detailed explanation for the experimental set-up. This 

chapter covers the benefits of using hardware simulation over software 

simulation for the implementation of the asymmetric digital signal processing 

system. It also introduces the digital processing unit, the TMS320C30 system 
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board. Finally an outline of the hardware implementation for the proposed 

asymmetric digital signal processing system is presented. 

Chapter 5 covers the algorithm and over all control of the proposed 

asymmetric digital signal processing system as implemented with TMS320C30 

hardware. This chapter first gives a software overview. In particular, two 

programs are d iscussed; the P C program—the software running on the host 

personal computer, and the D S P program—the software running on the 

TMS320C30 system board. Also the implementation of each component in the 

asymmetric digital signal processing system is explained. Finally, the signaling 

control of the simulation in software and in hardware is d iscussed, in the context 

of the forward link transmission control and the reverse link transmission control. 

Experimental results are presented in Chapter 6, with analyses of the 

asymmetric digital signal processing (ADSP) system performance under different 

situations. The A D S P system's ability to combat intersymbol interference (ISI) is 

presented first. The bit error rate (BER) is used as the main figure of merit to 

gauge the performance of the A D S P system. Experiments are carried out for 

several two-path channels with different delay spreads, and also for several 

three-path channels with and without pulse shaping used in the system. The 

effect of signal transmission power on the performance of the A D S P system is 

also investigated in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 provides conclusions based on the hardware performance of the 

proposed A D S P system, and covers some areas of future work. 

The Appendixes contains the C program for the host P C and the C program 

(or the assembly program) for the TMS320 system board, which are used for the 

hardware implementation control. 
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2. Background 

Today, communication technologies play an ever-increasing role in our 

home and office environments. Telephones, radios, televisions, computers, 

newspapers and other media, all involve and are capable of providing rapid 

communication. A s we enter into the 21st century, we are seeing a resurgence in 

emphasis on wireless communications. Examples include, a micro browser 

equipped cell phone such as the Fido Nokia 8890 web exclusive, a palm-size 

device such as the BlackBerry from Research in Motion (RIM) bring wireless 

email solution to the wireless communication market. A user can check email 

while traveling; also, information about restaurant, travel, weather, and 

entertainment is only a click away. A brief history of wireless communications is 

presented below. 

2.1 Indoor Wireless Digital Communication System 

2.1.1 Brief History of Wireless Communications 

In 1816, Francis Ronalds demonstrated the first electrical telegraph using a 

single wire [Mallik]. The dial telegraph required synchronized wheels at 

transmitter and receiver, carrying alphabetical symbols past a slit. In 1840, the 

U.S. Patent Office granted an electromagnetic telegraph conceptualization patent 

to Samuel Morse. The succeeding decades saw the commercialization of the 

electromagnetic telegraph. 

In early 1896, Italian Guglielmo Marconi, combining the spark-gap 

transmitter of Hertz with the Branly coherer as a detector, successfully 

communicated at distances over a mile [Bondyopadhyay]. In 1901, the first 

transatlantic wireless message, the three click Morse code for " S " , was received 
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by Marconi using 800 meters wave length [Crabtree] [Mallik]. His commercial 

efforts greatly facilitated the technology of wireless communication. 

In 1928, Harry Nyquist published a classic paper on the theory of signal 

transmission in telegraphy. In particular, Nyquist developed criteria for the correct 

reception of telegraph signals transmitted over dispersive channels in the 

absence of noise. Much of Nyquist's early work was applied later to the 

transmission of digital data over dispersive channels. 

The transistor was invented in 1948 by Walter Brattain, John Bardeen, and 

Will iam Shockley at Bell Laboratories. The first silicon integrated circuit (IC) was 

produced by Robert Noyce at Texas Instruments in 1958. These landmark 

innovations in solid-state devices and integrated circuits led to the development 

of very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits and single-chip microprocessors, 

and with them the nature of the telecommunications industry changed forever. 

2.1.2 Model fora Wireless Communication Systems 

A wireless communication system consists of an information originator, 

transducer, amplifier, radio transmitter, radio receiver, and information receiver, 

as shown in the Figure 2.1. 

Originator Amplifier Transmitter Receiver Amplifier Receiver 

Figure 2.1 : Basic requirements for a one-way radio telecommunication channel 

Transducer: Transducer is a general term given to any device that converts 

energy from one form to another. It can be used to convert the original 
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information energy (such as human voice, music, video, or data) into electrical 

form to produce electronic information. It can be also used to perform the inverse 

operation, converting the electronic signal back into the original energy form. 

Amplifier: In practical systems, aside from transducers, other components 

may also be required; for example, an amplifier may be needed at appropriate 

points in the system. Amplifiers do not change the signal from one form of energy 

to another; they are usually inserted when it is necessary to increase the power 

level of signals to compensate for losses encountered. 

Transmitter and Receiver: For the wireless system, a transmitter is 

required to convert the amplified signal from electronic form to electromagnetic 

form and send the signal over the radio link. A receiver is needed at the 

destination to recover the signal from electromagnetic form and convert it back to 

electronic form before applying it to a receiver amplifier. Strictly speaking, the 

transmitter and receiver are transducers, but are not usually referred to as such. 

Channel: The radio link is also referred to as a radio channel. In a wireless 

system employed in an indoor environment, radio might propagate directly from 

transmitter to receiver via a straight path, this is also called the "line-of-sight" 

path. Radio propagation also takes place by way of scattering from objects, such 

as ceilings, walls, desks, etc., and by diffracting around objects. The result is the 

information energy reaches the receiving antenna via more than one path. In a 

mobile radio environment, the multi-path problem is more severe since the 

various communication paths are changing with time. For research or testing 

purposes, the channel impulse response (CIR) is used to describe the behavior 

of the channel. 

The radio signal is transmitted as an electromagnetic wave. When signals 

arrive at the receiver from different paths, their arrival phase is usually different. 

The linear superposition of several electromagnetic waves from different paths 
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may reinforce or cancel each other, thus causing intersymbol interference (ISI). 

In a wireless communication system using Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 

(300MHz~3GHz frequency band) or higher, system performance can be severely 

degraded due to wave interference. It is the nature of a wireless channel that 

necessitates the use of an equalizer as part of the transducer to reduce the inter 

symbol interference (ISI). More detail about the equalizer is presented in section 

2.2. 

Mixer: A given radio signal is allotted a frequency band. In order to 

transform a baseband signal to a higher frequency band, a mixer is needed. A 

mixer's function is to heterodyne or modulate a fixed frequency carrier, typically 

sine wave, with the baseband signal. In the time domain, let x(t) be the 

information bearing signal, and fc be local oscillator's frequency, or carrier 

frequency. The signal at the output of the mixer can be expressed as 

s(f) = Re [x(f) exp(j27i fc t)] (2.1) 

In the frequency domain, this has the effect of shifting the spectrum X(f) from 

being centered around zero frequency (baseband) to being centered around the 

carrier frequency (passband). 

2.1.3 The Devices Used in the Transducer 

A/D Converter Symbol Encoder Pulse Shaping Modulator A/D Converter • Symbol Encoder w Pulse Shaping w Modulator 

Figure 2.2.a: Transducer at the transmitter side 

D/A Converter 4 I 
Decision 

Equalizer Device Equalizer ~4 Sampling Demodulator Sampling Demodulator 

Figure 2.2.b: Transducer at the receiver side 
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In a wireless system, a digital transducer at the transmitter side as shown in 

figure 2.2.a, could include an analog to digital converter (A/DC), symbol encoder, 

digital to analog converter (D/AC) and pulse shaper, possibly a pre-equalizer, 

and a modulator. A transducer at the receiver side as shown in figure 2.2.b, could 

include demodulator, sampler, equalizer, decision device, and D/AC. The 

function of these components are explained below: 

A/DC & D/AC 

At the transmitter side, information that originates from the source could be 

voice, video, or music, and cannot be transmitted directly through radio link or 

other media. They need to be changed into some kind of digital form before 

being transmitted. The device used to perform this task is called an analog to 

digital converter (A/DC). At the receiver side, this digital form will be transformed 

back to analog form to recover the original information. The device used to 

perform this task is called a digital to analog converter (D/AC). 

In the analog to digital converter, for the entire analog signal, adequate 

samples are taken to allow the re-creation of the original signal with sufficient 

accuracy. The process is referred to as sampling. The total amplitude range that 

the signal may occupy is divided into a number of discrete levels. This is referred 

to as quantization. Moreover, each of these levels is allocated with several bits 

(binary digits, i.e. 0 or 1). This is referred to as encoding. The number of bits 

needed depends on how many levels are needed. For 8 bits binary digits, 2 8 = 

256 different amplitude levels may be represented. 

The interested reader is referred to [Sklar] for an explanation of the format 

processing for different types of information source, including digital, textual, and 

analog information. 
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Symbol Encoder 

Digital modulation techniques may be broadly classified as linear and 

nonlinear. Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) , Differential Phase Shift Keying 

(DPSK) , Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) are all linear modulation 

schemes. Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK) , Minimum Shift Keying (MSK), 

and Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) are all nonlinear modulation 

schemes. Nonlinear modulators, also called constant envelope modulators, while 

more power efficient than linear modulation approaches, occupy a larger 

bandwidth. 

In this thesis, B P S K is chosen for the symbol encoding method, since it is 

simple to implement, and more power efficient than nonlinear modulation 

schemes. In B P S K , the phase of a constant amplitude carrier signal is switched 

between two values according to the two possible signals and m2 

corresponding to binary 1 and 0, respectively. Normally, the two phases are 

separated by 180°. If the sinusoidal carrier has an amplitude Ac, frequency fc, bit 

period Tb, energy per bit Eb = 1/4 Ac

2 Tb, and with phase shift 9 from the 

modulation circuit, then the transmitted B P S K signal is either 

0 < t < Tb (binary 1) (2.2) 

or 

0 < t < Tb (binary 0) (2.3) 

It is convenient to generalize the transmitted signal as 
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S B P S K ( 0 = m ( 0 ^ C ° S ( 2 ^ c í + e ) i 2 " 4 ) 

where m(t) is either 1 or - 1 . The reason for using B P S K encoding data 

stream 1 and - 1 , instead of using binary data stream 1 and 0 for transmission is: 

the data distant between 1 and -1 is larger than the data distant between 1 and 

0. When the data stream is transmitted through a noisy channel, the binary data 

stream with the superposition of noise during transmission, the value of 0 bit 

might change into a negative or positive value, which causes the decision device 

to give a wrong decision for the 0 bit, thus generate transmission error. Yet, the 

B P S K encoded stream 1 and - 1 , even with the present of noise, -1 bit still 

remains negative value at the receiver side, which reduce the chance that the 

decision device makes a wrong decision. 

Pulse Shaping 

This communication component, which follows the symbol encoder, 

performs digital to analog conversion and pulse shaping. The B P S K symbols are 

converted from a discrete-time digital representation to a continuous time signal. 

If the pulse shape is rectangular, when rectangular pulses pass through a band 

limited channel, the pulses will spread in time, and the pulse for each symbol will 

"smear" into the time intervals of succeeding symbols. This causes intersymbol 

interference (ISI) and leads to an increased probability of the receiver making an 

error in detecting a symbol. One obvious way to minimize intersymbol 

interference is to increase the channel bandwidth. However, mobile 

communication systems operate with minimal bandwidth, and techniques that 

reduce the modulation bandwidth and suppress out-of-band radiation, while 

reducing intersymbol interference, are highly desirable. 
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Nyquist was the first to solve the problem of overcoming intersymbol 

interference while keeping the transmission bandwidth low [Nyquist]. He 

observed that the effect of ISI could be completely nullified if the overall response 

of the communication system (including transmitter, channel, and receiver) is 

designed so that at every sampling instant, the response due to all symbols 

except the current symbol is equal to zero. If haii is the impulse response of the 

overall communication system, this condition can be mathematically stated as 

Where Ts is the symbol period, n is an integer, and AT is a non-zero constant. The 

effective transfer function of the system can be represented as 

where "*" is the convolution operator, S (t) is the unit impulse, p(t) is the pulse 

shape of a symbol, hc (t) is the channel impulse response, and hr (t) is the 

receiver impulse response. 

n = 0 
(2.5) 

h a l l = ô(t)*p(t)*hc(t)*hr(t) (2.6) 
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Figure 2 . 3 : Magnitude transfer function of a raised cosine filter (frequency 

domain) 

The most popular pulse-shaping filter used in mobile communications is the 

raised cosine filter [Haykinl]. It belongs to the class of filters, which satisfy the 

Nyquist criterion, the conditions of equation ( 2 . 5 ) . The transfer function of a 

raised cosine filter is given by 

r 1 0 < |f| < (1 - a) I 2Ts 

( 1 - a ) / 2 T s < | / : | < ( 1 + « ) / 2 T s ( 2 . 7 ) 

\f\ > (1 + a) I 2Ts 

a = 0 
a = 0.5 
a = 1 

Prc(J)= 
M(2Ts\f\)-Uai 

1 + cos( ) 
2a 
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Where Ts is the symbol period, a is the roll-off factor, which ranges between 0 

and 1. This transfer function is plotted in Figure 2.3 for various values of a . If a = 

0, the raised cosine roll-off filter corresponds to a rectangular filter of minimum 

bandwidth. The corresponding impulse response of the filter can be obtained by 

taking the inverse Fourier transform of the transfer function, and is given by 

Prc(t) 
sin(;rf I Ts) 

TdlTs 
cos(7ccd I Ts) 

1 -(2cd /Ts)2 
(2.8) 

The impulse response of the cosine roll-off filter at baseband is plotted in 

Figure 2.4 (on next page) for various values of a . A s seen from Figure 2.3 and 

Figure 2.4, as the roll-off factor a increases, the bandwidth of the filter increases, 

and the time side lobe levels decrease. This implies that increasing a decreases 

the sensitivity to timing jitter, thus reducing the inter symbol interference, but also 

increases the occupied bandwidth. 

t / T s 

Figure 2.4: Impulse response of a raised cosine filter (Time domain) 
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2.2 Equalization 

A s mentioned in section 2.1, intersymbol interference (ISI) arises because 

of the "spreading" of a transmitted pulse due to the dispersive nature of the 

channel, which results in an overlap of adjacent pulses. If ISI is left unchecked, it 

can produce errors in the reconstructed data stream at the receiver output. 

Digital signal processors (DSPs) are required by today's communications 

equipment to perform complicated algorithms in a limited amount of time. One 

such algorithm in the digital receiver is an equalizer, which is a filter that removes 

the distortion caused by the communications link between the transmitting 

antenna and the receiving antenna. An equalizer may also be used at the 

transmitter as a pre-equalizer. 

Since equalization plays a very important role in this thesis, a brief 

explanation about equalization is presented here. 

A vast number of equalization methods have been proposed over the last 

thirty years. [Proakis] subdivided these equalization techniques into two general 

types—linear and nonlinear equalization. Associated with each equalizer are one 

or more structures for implementing the equalizer, e.g. transversal structure, or 

lattice structure. Moreover, each structure has a class of algorithms that may be 

employed to adjust the parameters of the equalizer adaptively according to some 

specified performance criterion, such as the Least Mean Squares (LMS) 

algorithm, or the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm. Figure 2.5 provides 

an overall categorization of adaptive equalization according to types, structures, 

and algorithms. 
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Equalizer 

I 

Types 

Linear Nonlinear 

D F E TH precoder M L S E 

I 
Structures 

Transversal Lattice 

Algorithms 

L M S , R L S , 
Fast R L S , 

Square-Root R L S 

Gradient 
R L S 

Figure 2.5: Equalizer classification 

2.2.1 Linear Equalization 

A linear equalizer may be implemented as a finite-duration impulse 

response (FIR) filter. If the coefficients of the equalizer are adjustable, this 

equalizer is called an adaptive filter. The adjustment of the equalizer coefficients 
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is usually performed adaptively during the transmission of information using the 

decisions at the output of the detector in forming the error signal for the 

adaptation. The algorithms for adjusting the equalizer coefficients are discussed 

in section 2.2.1.2. 

Let x (n) be the input signal of the FIR filter in the discrete time domain, y (n) 

be the output signal, and h (n) be the impulse response of the filter, as shown in 

Figure 2.6, 

the difference equation for a FIR can be written as: 

M-1 
y{n)=^akx(n-k) (2.9) 

k=0 

where M is the filter order, n is an integer, h (n) = ak only if 0 < k < M-1, 

otherwise h (n) = 0. 

The FIR system function can be written in the z domain as: 

x(n) 
h(n) + y(n) 

Figure 2.6: FIR filter 

,-k (2.10) 
k=0 

Where H (z) is an all zero function, therefore an FIR filter is stable. A bounded 

input must result in a bounded output. 
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2.2.1.1 Common Implementation Structures 

There are several common structures used for the implementation of FIR 

filters [Proakisl] . Among these are the direct-form realization, cascade-form 

realization, frequency-sampling realization, and lattice realization. The direct-form 

realization, also called a transversal filter, is the one used in this thesis. This filter 

is now discussed in some detail and contrasted with the lattice filter. 

Transversal filter 

The transversal filter is also referred to as a tapped-delay line filter. It 

consists of three basic elements, as depicted in Figure 2.7: (1) unit-delay 

element, (2) multiplier, and (3) adder. The number of delay elements used in the 

filter determines the finite duration of its impulse response. These delay elements 

are each identified by the unit-delay operator z~'. In particular, given an input 

signal u (n), the output of one unit delay z'1 will be u (n-1), which represents the 

input signal at one discrete time unit ago. The role of each multiplier in the filter is 

to multiply the tap input u (n-k) by a filter coefficient referred to as a tap weight, 

Wk, k = 0, 1, M-l. M is the number of tap weights used in the filter, commonly 

referred to as the filter order. The combined role of the adders in the filter is to 

sum the individual multiplier outputs and produce an overall filter output. 

u(n)—f-> 
u (n-1\ . u (n-2) u (n-M+2). u (n-M+1) 

y(n) 
Figure 2.7: Transversal filter 
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The output of this transversal filter can be expressed as: 

M-1 

y(n) = j]wk.u(n-k) (2.11) 

which is of the same form as the FIR nonrecursive difference equation given 

by equation (2.9). Hence it is named FIR direct-form realization. 

Lattice Filter 

The Lattice filter is the lattice realization of a FIR filter structure. Lattice 

filters are extensively used in digital speech processing and in the 

implementation of adaptive filters. 

The Lattice filter is modular in structure consisting of a number of individual 

stages, which together form a lattice structure, as shown in Figure 2.8. The 

Lattice filter is the integration of a transversal forward prediction error filter and a 

transversal backward prediction error filter. It is a more efficient structure than the 

direct form realization for generating the forward and backward prediction errors 

simultaneously. 

Figure 2.8: M-stage lattice filter. 
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The lattice filter is generally described by the following set of order-recursive 

equations: 

fo(n) = g 0 (n ) = x(n) (2.12) 

fm(n) = fm-i(n) + kmgm-i(n-1) m = 1,2,..., M (2.13) 

gm(n) = kmf m - i (n) + gm-i(n-1) m = 1,2 M (2.14) 

where frj, f<2,..., kM are the reflection coefficients of the lattice filter. They can 

be obtained from the coefficients of the direct-form realization [Proakisl ] . The 

output of the M-stage lattice filter corresponds to the output of an M-order FIR 

filter, that is, y (n) = ÍM{n). A s a consequence of the equivalence between an FIR 

filter and a lattice filter, the output of a lattice filter can also be expressed in the 

form of equation (2.9) by substituting every gm-<\(n-1) in equation (2.14) into 

Equation (2.13). 

Other FIR Realizations 

The Fractionally Spaced Equalizer (FSE) is a variation of transversal 

equalization [Gitlin]. The delay line of the equalizer between each tap is less than 

one symbol period. The principle of the F S E is based on the sampling of the 

incoming signal at least as fast as the Nyquist rate. For example, if the 

transmitted signal consists of raised cosine pulses with rolloff factor a , its 

spectrum extends to Bmax = (1+a)/(2T s), where Ts is the symbol period. This 

signal may be sampled within the receiver at the minimum rate of 

Bmax = 
Ts 

(2.15) 
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and then passed through an equalizer with tap spacing of T s /(1+a). For 

example, if a = 0.5, a 2 7 s / 3 spaced equalizer may be used. 

The equalizers discussed in this chapter, with the exception of the F S E , are 

all single-symbol spaced equalizers. In practice, a F S E is generally superior to a 

symbol spaced equalizer, as the former can adaptively synthesize an excess 

bandwidth matched filter [Oler]. Simulation results can be found in [Gitlin] and 

[Qureshi]. 

2.2.1.2 Criteria Used for Determining the Equalizer Tap Weights 

In the case of an equalizer used to combat channel-induced distortion 

caused by perturbations such as multi-path propagation, there are two common 

approaches used to determine the equalizer tap weights. One is the zero-forcing 

criterion; the other is the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) criterion. They are 

briefly presented here. 

Zero-forcing Criterion 

In 1965, Lucky made a major breakthrough in the equalization problem by 

proposing a zero-forcing algorithm for automatically adjusting the tap weights of a 

transversal equalizer [Haykin2]. 

An effective method for combating the system degradation due to ISI is to 

connect an equalizer in cascade with the channel, as in Figure 2.9. Assuming a 

transversal structure as in Figure 2.7 is used. 
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Input data 

x(n) 
h(n) fc w (n) h(n) w w (n) 

Channel Equalizer 

Figure 2.9: Block diagram of equalized channel. 

For equalizer symmetry, the total number of taps in the equalizer is chosen 

to be (2N+1), with the tap-weights themselves denoted by W.N,...,W.I, WO, 

w1t...,wN, where N is an integer. The impulse response of the equalizer is, 

therefore, 

N 

w(n)= X wkS(n-k) 
k=-N 

(2.16) 

where 5{n) is the Dirac delta function. Similarly, the impulse response of the 

channel can be expressed as: 

h(n) = ^hkS(n-k) (2.17) 

Neglecting the effect of channel noise, the cascade connection of the 

channel and the equalizer can be treated as a single tapped-delay-line filter. Let 

the impulse response of this equivalent filter be defined by: 

M " ) = 5 > * / = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . , / V (2.18) 
k=-N 

In order to satisfy the zero ISI condition, with a single impulse transmitted 

from the input, there should be only one impulse response at the output of the 
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system corresponding to the transmitted pulse. Thus the overall response of the 

system is constrained by: 

1 / = 0 
hSys(n) = 

0 / = ±1,±2,...,±/V 

where time n is measured with respect to the center tap of the equalizer. 

(2.19) 

Equations (2.18) and 

expanded matrix form: 

(2.19) may be combined and rewritten in the 

r ho ... /7-/V+7 h-N h-N-1 ... h-2N W-N 0 

tlN-1 ... ho h.i h.2 ... h-N-i 0 
hN ... hi ho h-i .. h.N w0 

Si 1 
hN+i ... h2 hi h0 .. h-N+i 0 

h2N ... hN+i hN hN-i . .. ho WN 
0 

1 

(2.20) 

Thus, given the impulse response of the channel characterized by the 

coefficients h.N, h.1t h0, ft? hN, equation (2.20) may be solved for the 

unknown tap-weights of the equalizer. 

In the literature on digital communications, an equalizer designed in 

accordance with equation (2.20) is referred to as a zero-forcing equalizer [Lucky]. 

Minimum Mean-square Error (MMSE) 

The Wiener solution, also known as the minimum mean square error 

(MMSE) criterion solution, is similar to the zero-forcing criterion approach, but is 

slightly more robust, as it considers the effect of channel noise. The M M S E 
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criterion seeks the tap weights that minimize the mean-square error between the 

desired output from the equalizer and its actual output. 

Input data 

u(n) 

Equalizer 

Figure 2.10: Linear discrete-time equalizer 

Figure 2.10 shows a block diagram of a statistical problem of a linear 

discrete-time equalizer. Letting the order of the equalizer be M, u (n) is the input 

data vector, {u(n), u(n-1), u(n-2),...u(n-M+^)}, w (n) is the equalizer tap weight 

vector at discrete time n, {w0,wi,...wM-i}, y(n) is the corresponding equalizer 

output vector, d(n) is the desired output signal vector. The equalizer output y(n) 

at discrete time n is defined by the linear convolution sum: 

y(n) = ^wk-u(n-k) (2.21) 

The equalizer output, y (n) is the equalizer estimated value of the desired 

signal d(n) at discrete time n. The difference between y(n) and d(n) is the 

equalizer error, expressed as: 

e(n) = d(n) - y(n) (2.22) 

In order to minimized the mean-square error J = E(\e(n)\2), where E denotes the 

statistical expectation operator, the optimum tap weights of the equalizer can be 

obtained from the Wiener-Hopf equation written in matrix form: 

Rw0 = P (2.23) 
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where R is the autocorrelation matrix of the filter input vector u(n), P is the cross-

correlation matrix between the filter input vector u(n) and the desired response 

vector d(n), and w0 is the optimum equalizer tap weights vector { w 0o, w 0 i , 

W Q M - 1 }• 

It should also be noted that the Wiener-Hopf equation was formulated 

originally by Wiener and Hopf in 1931 for the case of a continuous-time filter 

[Haykin2], whereas, in this thesis, equation (2.23) is formulated for a discrete-

time filter. 

Other Criterion 

There is another criterion that can be used to determine the tap weights of 

the equalizer. The minimum error probability (MEP) criterion yields the equalizer 

characterization by minimizing the probability of a decision error [Shamash]. 

Although its performance is viewed as superior to the ZF or M M S E criteria, the 

M E P criterion is considerably more complex. 
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2.2.2 Nonlinear Equalization 

Nonlinear equalizers are useful in applications where the channel distortion 

is too severe for a linear equalizer to handle. In particular, the linear equalizer 

does not perform well on channels with spectral nulls in their frequency response 

characteristic. In an attempt to compensate for the channel distortion, the linear 

equalizer places a large gain in the vicinity of the spectral null and, as a 

consequence, significantly enhances the additive noise present in the received 

signal. 

Three very effective nonlinear equalization methods are presented here. 

One is decision feedback equalization (DFE). The second one is Tomlison-

Harashma precoding equalization. The third one is maximum-likelihood 

sequence estimation (MLSE) equalization. 

2.2.2.1 Decision Feedback Equalization 

The decision feedback equalizer (DFE), depicted in Figure 2.11, consists of 

two linear filters. The filter in the feed forward path is called the feed forward filter 

(FFF) . The one in the feedback path is called the feedback filter (FBF). The D F E 

can be implemented in transversal form, as well as in lattice form [Proakis2]. 

Input data 

u(n) 
F F F 

A 

y(n) 
Decision 
Device 

F B F 

d (n) 

Figure 2.11 : Block diagram of decision feedback equalizer 
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Assuming a transversal structure is used in the F F F with Nf taps and F B F 

with Nb taps, let wf be the tap weight vector in the F F F , and wb be the tap weight 

vector in the F B F . The output from the D F E may then be expressed as: 

A t f - 1 Nb 

y ( n ) = £ wf ( / ) • u ( n - i ) + £ wb ( / ) • d ( n - i ) (2.24) 
/ = 0 / = 1 

where yfnj is the estimated value for the purpose of the M S E calculation. 

The decision device is a symbol-by-symbol detector. The signal d (n) is the 

quantized output decision from the decision device based on the input value of 

y(n). When the tap weights in the F F F and F B F reach their optimum values, the 

value of c/(n) should be equal to the desired received data, which is the original 

transmitted data. The set of {d(n-1), à(n-N)} are previous quantized output 

decision from the decision device, which is the main reason that the D F E is a 

nonlinear filter. 

The basic idea in the D F E is that once an information symbol has been 

detected, the ISI that it causes on future symbols may be estimated and 

subtracted from y(n) prior to the next symbol detection. Ideally, the ISI 

component is completely determined by the channel impulse response and the 

transmitted data sequence. With a perfect knowledge of both, the F F F in the D F E 

can reconstruct the precursor ISI component, and the F B F can predict the 

postcursor ISI. By subtracting ISI from the received signal to yield the desired 

data sequence corrupted only by additive noise, without enhancing the additive 

noise, D F E becomes more effective than a linear equalizer. 

However, there is a drawback in the use of a D F E . Since all the input at the 

F B F part of the D F E is coming from the output of the decision device, when a 

decision error is made, the detected symbol is not equal to the desired symbol, 
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the output from the F B F might aggravate, instead of eliminating subsequent ISI, 

thus increasing the probability of symbol error. This is called error propagation of 

the D F E . The effect of error propagation can be reduced by using fewer taps in 

the feedback filter, or using an interleaving method to encode transmitted data 

[Zhou]. 

The tap weights in the D F E can be determined using the M M S E criterion or 

the zero forcing criterion, similar with the method discussed in the linear 

transversal filter section 2.2.1. Belfiore and Park [Belfiore] give a thorough 

performance analysis using the Z F criterion, M M S E criterion, and M E P criterion 

to derive optimum D F E systems. They used coaxial cable to simulate a 

dispersive channel. By changing the number of tap weights in the F B F from 0 ~ 

oo, to demonstrate the superior performance of the D F E over the linear filter, and 

to determine the appropriate number of taps that should be used in the F B F . 

The tap weights of the D F E can be adaptive to the time varying channel 

using a suitable adaptive algorithm. Adaptive algorithms are discussed in section 

2.2.3. 

2.2.2.2 TH-precoding 

The Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) precoder was invented independently and 

more or less simultaneously (1968-1969) by Tomlinson in the United Kingdom 

[Tomlinson] and Harashima in Japan [Harashima]. 

The structure of the TH precoder is similar with the structure of the D F E . 

The feedback part of the equalizer is placed at the transmitter side. 

Conventionally, the feed forward part of the equalizer is placed at the receiver 

side [Oler], as shown in Figure 2.12. It could also be placed at the transmitter 

side [Gibbard2][Zhuang]. 
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d(n) 
> Q - ^ | M O D 

F B F 

Channel 

f 
Noise 

F F F DD F F F DD 

d (n) 

Figure 2.12: Tomlison-Harashima Precoder structure 

The feedback loop of the precoder is intended to compensate for the 

dispersive channel. It pre-distorts the signal before the signal is passed through 

the channel. If the pre-equalized channel output is required to be a pulse without 

any inter symbol interference, the z-transform of the F B F has to satisfy: B(z) = 

MH(z) [Tomlinson], where H(z) is the z-transform of channel. Assuming 

H(z) = 1 + a^z 1 + a 2 z 2 + a 3 z (2.25) 

If any of the roots of H(z) has a magnitude greater than unity, the impulse 

response of B(z) will have magnitude diverging eventually to infinity. In order to 

limit the magnitude of B(z), and eliminate the possibility of inverse filter instability, 

a modulo operator is placed in the pre-equalizer. 

In Figure 2.12, the element DD represents the decision device as a decoder 

at the receiver; M O D represents the modulo-2N arithmetic. The modulo-2N 

arithmetic works as follow, 

(1) If the magnitude is greater than N, 2N will be subtracted until the 

value is less than or equal to N; 

(2) If the magnitude is less than -N, 2N will be added until the value is 

greater than or equal to -N; 
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Therefore, the magnitude is constrained within the range of [-N, N\, where N is 

the desired bounded magnitude. 

Using modulo-2N arithmetic in the nonlinear precoding technique, the 

transmitted symbols give rise to bounded power because they are restricted to 

the same range as the original data symbols. In addition, the causal intersymbol 

interference can be completely eliminated without incurring a noise penalty. It is 

known that the same effect can be achieved by the decision feedback techniques 

at the receiver. However, in practice, this feedback has to be done in the 

presence of noise, and thus error propagation may result in the D F E . On the 

contrary, error propagation is not an issue in TH-precoding techniques. Yet, 

higher signal transmitted power is needed for precoding techniques compared 

with usual techniques with equalization at the receiver only [Gibbardl]. At most a 

3 dB power penalty is incurred for a binary system; 1.38 dB for a 3-level system; 

0.8 dB for a 4-level system [Mazo]. 

The TH precoder only pre-distorts the amplitude of the signal, and is not 

suitable for phase modulation schemes. Furthermore, it is not suitable for a time-

varying channel. The phase modulation schemes makes nonlinear precoding 

techniques feasible in time-varying fading channels by pre-distorting the phase of 

the transmitted signal while keeping the signal amplitude constant [Chan], or pre-

distorting both the phase and amplitude of the transmitted signal [Zhuang]. 

2.2.2.3 Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation Equalizer 

Using the maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) as an equalizer 

was first proposed by Forney in 1973 [Forneyl]. He used a basic M L S E 

estimator in the equalizer structure with the Viterbi algorithm. The Viterbi 

algorithm was recognized to be "a maximum likelihood sequence estimator 

(MLSE) of the state sequences of the finite state Markov process observed in 
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memoryless noise" [Rappaport]. It was originally developed for use in decoding 

convolutional codes. 

Instead of optimizing the equalizer with respect to the criterion of minimum 

probability of symbol error like most MSE-based equalizers do, the M L S E 

technique tests all possible received data sequences (rather that decoding each 

received symbol by itself), and chooses the data sequence with the maximum 

probability as the output. 

The M L S E is an optimal or nearly optimal nonlinear equalizer. Its 

performance is superior to that of the D F E or TH precoder. However, it requires a 

large amount of computation, especially when the delay spread of the channel is 

large. More discussions on the M S L E equalizer using the Viterbi algorithm can 

be found in [Stüber]. 

2.2.3 Adaptive Equalization 

In fixed filtering, the coefficients (or tap weights) are kept fixed for the entire 

life of the filter. In adaptive filtering, they are varied in real-time. Since an 

adaptive equalizer compensates for an unknown and time-varying channel, it 

requires a specific algorithm to update the equalizer coefficients and track the 

channel variations. During the process of adaptation, the pole-zero placements 

will change; care must be taken so that the filter remains stable and causal. The 

study of adaptive filters concerns the study of the algorithms for adjusting the 

coefficients. There are several algorithms presented in the literature, as shown in 

Figure 2.2.1, they are L M S , R L S , Fast R L S , Square - Root R L S , and Gradient 

R L S . Due to the space limit of this thesis, the author only covers the basic 

algorithms, L M S and R L S here. 
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2.2.3.1 Least Mean Square (LMS) Algorithm 

A L M S equalizer uses the M M S E criterion to minimize the difference 

between the desired equalizer output and the actual equalizer output. Using the 

notation developed in section 2.2.1.2, the optimum tap weights w0 can be 

obtained by solving the Wiener-Hopf equation (2.23). Equation (2.23) can be 

rewritten as 

w0 = R-1 P (2.26) 

Assuming M is the number of samples per iteration taken by the equalizer 

at discrete time n, and is the number of stages in the equalizer. Recal l that R is 

an M x M autocorrelation matrix of the filter input vector u(n), P is the cross-

correlation matrix between the filter input vector u(n) and the desired response 

vector d(n). From equation (2.26), the calculation of vector w0 involves inverting 

matrix R which requires 0 ( M 3 ) arithmetic operations, and also requires the 

knowledge of R and P, which are statistical and not available in real-time. 

In practice, the minimization of the M S E is carried out recursively by use of 

the stochastic gradient algorithm, commonly called the Lease Mean Square 

(LMS) algorithm. The L M S algorithm is the simplest equalization algorithm and 

requires only 2M+1 operations per iteration. The tap weights are updated by the 

update equation 

wM(n+1) = wM(n) - \ie(n)u(n) (2.27) 

Where e(n), the error between the output value of the equalizer y(n) and the 

desired value d(n) at discrete time n, is a scalar. When e(n) = 0, wM reaches its 

optimum value vv0; the algorithm is convergent. u(n) is the input vector at discrete 

time n. wM(n) is the tap-weights vector at discrete time n. wM(n+1) is the tap-
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weights vector at next discrete time n+1. u, is the step size which controls the 

convergence rate and stability of the algorithm. 

The convergence rate of the L M S algorithm is slow due to the fact that there 

is only one parameter, the step size u,, that controls the adaptation rate of the 

equalizer. To prevent the adaptation process from becoming unstable, the value 

of u. is chosen from 

M 

0 < fi < £ X. (2.28) 
/ =1 

M 

Where V X. = uT(n)u(n) is the total input power. 
/ =1 

2.2.3.2 Recursive Least Square (RLS) Algorithm 

The convergence rate of the gradient-based L M S algorithm is very slow, 

especially when the eigenvalue spread of the input covariance matrix R is very 

large. In order to achieve faster convergence, complex algorithms which involve 

additional parameters are used, for example the recursive least square (RLS) 

algorithm. The R L S algorithm is based on the least squares approach. Its 

convergence relies on error measures expressed in terms of a time average of 

the actual received signal instead of a statistical average as in the L M S 

algorithm. 

The least square error based on the time average is defined as [Haykin2], 

[Proakisl] 

J(n) = fiXn-ie(i,n)e(i,n) (2.29) 
/ =1 
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Where À, is the weighting factor, close to 1, but smaller than 1, which makes 

the system have the ability to weight the present error more than the previous 

error. e*(/', n) is the complex conjugate of e (i, n), and the error e (i, n) is 

e (i, n) = d(¡) - uT(i) w(n) 0 < /' < n (2.30) 

where d(i) is the desired data at time /', uT(i) is the data input vector at time 

/', expressed as: 

uT(i) = [u(i), u(i-1),...,u(i-M+1)] (2.31 ) 

and w(n) is the tap weights vector at time n, expressed as: 

w(n) = [wo(n), Wl(n),..., wM.-,(n) f (2.32) 

Thus, e(i, n) is the error using the new tap weight at time n to test the old data at 

time /', and J(n) is the cumulative squared error of the new tap weights on all the 

old data. 

The R L S solution requires finding the tap weights of the equalizer to 

minimize J(n). It uses all the previous data to test the new tap weights. The 

parameter A. is a data weighting factor that weights recent data more heavily than 

previous data in the computations. J(n) tends to neglect the old data in a 

nonstationary environment. If the channel is stationary, X maybe set to 1 

[Proakisl] . 

To obtain the minimum of the least square error J(n), the gradient of J(n) in 

equation (2.29) is set to 0. Combined with equation (2.30) and (2.31), it can be 

shown that: 

R(n)w0(n) = P(n) (2.33) 
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Where w0(n) is the optimal tap weight vector of the equalizer. R(n) is the 

deterministic correlation matrix of input data u(n), expressed as: 

R (n) = J X"-' u(i)uT(i) (2.34) 
/ = 1 

and P (n) is the deterministic crosscorrelation vector between inputs of the 

equalizer uJ ( i ) and desired output d(i), expressed as: 

P(n) = £ x n - ' d * ( / ) u r (/) (2.35) 
/ =1 

The R L S algorithm may be summarized as follows [Haykin2]: 

(1 ) Initialize w (0) = k (0) = d (0), / ? 1 (0)= ô I, where I is an M x M 

identity matrix, and ô is a large positive constant. 

(2) Recursively compute the following: 

y (n) = w T (A? -1 )u (n ) (2.36) 

e (n) = d (n ) - y (n) (2.37) 

, / x R~l (n - \) u(n) k(n) = —-— 
X + u (n ) R1 (n l ) u(n) 

R-\n) = MX[R-\n^)-k{n)uT(n)R-\n^)] (2.39) 

w ( n ) = w(n-1) + k(n)e(n) (2.40) 

(2.38) 
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In equation 2.38, X is the weighting coefficient that can change the 

performance of the equalizer. Usually 0.8 < X < 1 is used. The value of X has no 

influence on the rate of convergence, but does determine the tracking ability of 

the R L S equalizer. The smaller the X, the better the tracking ability the equalizer 

has. However, if X is too small, the equalizer will be unstable [Rappaport]. 

2.2.3.3 Comparison of the LMS and RLS Algorithms 

The performance of an algorithm is determined by various factors, which 

include: 

• Rate of convergence - This is defined as the number of iterations 

required for the algorithm, in response to stationary inputs, to 

converge close enough to the optimum solution. 

• Misadjustment - For an algorithm of interest, this parameter 

provides a quantitative measure of the amount by which the final 

value of the mean square error, averaged over an ensemble of 

adaptive filters using finite number of taps, deviates from the 

optimal minimum mean square error, which is achieved by using 

infinite number of taps in the adaptive filters. 

• Computational complexity - This is the number of operations 

required to make one complete iteration of the algorithm. 

Table 2.1 lists the performance comparison of L M S and R L S algorithms, 

A M 

where Xav is the average eigenvalue of tap input power as — V X., M is the 

number of taps used in the equalizer. Table 2.1 shows that the convergence rate 

of the R L S algorithm is fast. It only depends on the number of taps used in the 

equalizer. A s for the L M S algorithm, its convergence rate depends on the step 
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size u., as given in equation (2.27). Using larger value of p. can achieve faster 

convergence, however this leads to larger misadjustment. From the computer 

experiments done by Haykin in [Haykin2], when eigenvalue spread x is 11.1238, 

and the S N R is 30dB, an equalizer using the L M S algorithm with 0.075 as the 

step size n converges after 200 iterations; yet 500 iterations are needed with 

0.0025 as the step size p.. When step size is fixed, the smaller eigenvalue spread 

X of the channel, the faster the L M S equalizer converges. However, the 

convergence rate of the R L S equalizer is affected by the eigenvalue spread x-

Also from the computer experiments in [Haykin2], when the S N R is 10dB, the 

eigenvalue spread x is 11.1238, and the step size \x is 0.075, the convergence 

rate of R L S and L M S algorithms are roughly the same. However, the L M S 

algorithm leaves a very high misadjustment. This shows that the R L S algorithm 

has better tracking ability compared with the L M S algorithm. 

Table 2.1 Comparison of LMS and RLS algorithm 

Algorithm Convergence Rate Misadjustment 

Number of 

Multiply 

Operation 

L M S 
Slow, depends on the 

value of ix and x 

LI MX 
~ av 

2 
2M+1 

R L S Fast, = 2M 
Zero, when n -> oo, 

S N R large enough 
2 . 5 M 2 + 4 . 5 M 

Although the R L S algorithm requires an extremely large number of 

computational operations, one order higher than the L M S algorithm, this problem 

can be solved by using a fast R L S algorithm, which has only 20M+5 number of 
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multiply operations for each iteration, close to that of the L M S algorithm. In this 

thesis, the normal R L S algorithm is used for the adaptive equalizer. 
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3. Asymmetric Digital Signal Processing System Outline 

3.1 Introduction 

A wireless system can also be described in a more macro way as the 

combination of Mobile Terminals (MT), base stations (BS), Mobile Switching 

Centers (MSCs) , Operation, Administration, Maintenance & Provisioning 

(OAM&P) center, etc. The scope of this thesis is mainly focused on the indoor 

signal processing issue between one base station and one portable computer 

serving as a MT. In practice, the theory discussed here can be applied to the 

signal processing between one or more indoor base stations and hundreds of 

indoor mobile terminals (the amount depends on the capacity of the system). 

Figure 3.1 : Target system 
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The target system is an indoor wireless communications link, intended to 

supplement the coverage of an indoor-wired computer network—local area 

network (LAN) (See Figure 3.1 ). The wired L A N may connect elements such as 

computers, printers, storage devices, and other networks. The wireless link 

allows access to the network from portable computers (e.g. notebook PC 's ) . A 

base station, equipped with a wireless transmitter and receiver, serves as a 

gateway to the wired L A N . Once the base is installed, a portable requires no 

physical connection or setup to access the network, and may be used anywhere 

within the range of the base station. 

The goal of this thesis is to use a hardware implementation to design and 

implement the asymmetric signal processing between the base station and the 

portable computer for an indoor wireless L A N . A digital signal processor is used 

for the hardware implementation, thus the system is referred to as an asymmetric 

digital signal processing (ADSP) system. The system is asymmetrical regarding 

the different complexity of signal processing procedures employed by the base 

station and the portable computer. 

A typical wireless network consists of a small number of base stations and a 

large number of portable units. The battery powered portable unit is extremely 

constrained by size, weight, and power consumption. While the fixed location 

base stations powered by the main power resource, are much less constrained 

by these factors. This leads to the motivation of investigating better signal 

processing strategies that reduce the complexity of the portable unit, but at the 

expense of increased complexity at the base station. By adding a pre-

equalization function in the base station equalizers, and removing equalizers 

from portable units, the total cost of the wireless indoor network can be reduced. 

Also the size and weight of the portable unit can be reduced. Further more, the 

battery duration of the portable unit can be increased. Since every execution of 

an instruction by the microprocessor in the portable unit will consume a certain 
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amount of battery power, the fewer computation operations in the 

microprocessor, the more battery power of the portable unit is saved. 

3.2 Previous Research 

The signal processing procedure is mainly focused on the equalization of 

the signal in order to remove the ISI caused by multi-path channels in the indoor 

environment. Gibbard and Oler used the term 'asymmetric equalization' in 

[Gibbardl] and [Oler] while they used a software approach to investigate the 

theory of asymmetrical signal processing for an indoor wireless local network. 

For distinguishing purposes, it is worthwhile to mention that there are some 

similar terms being used in the wireless literature. For example, asymmetric 

transmission zeros (complex or pure imaginary) for the equalization in 

[Macchiarella]; equalizer using asymmetric modulation scheme in a duplex 

channel in [Incheol]. 

The idea of differentiating the signal equalization structure in the base 

station and the portable unit was first addressed by Gibbard in 1994 [Gibbardl]. 

This theory was further developed by Oler in 1996 [Oler]. They both used 

software simulation to investigate the feasibility of asymmetric equalization 

structures for the indoor wireless L A N . 

A fully asymmetric signal processing system, as shown in Figure 3.2 

[Gibbardl], is investigated by comparing its performance in an implicit channel 

estimation system and explicit channel estimation system. 

The asymmetric system performance is tested with different channel 

models. Gibbard's simulation results obtained reliable two-way data transmission 
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with the data rate above 10M symbols/s. Yet, the feasibility of a real time 

implementation of the asymmetric system is not well understood. 
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DD: decision device; MOD: modulo-2N arithmetic 
FBF: feedback filter; FFF: feed forward filter 
RX: receiver TX : transmitter 

Figure 3.2: Gibbard's fully asymmetric system [Gibbardl] 

The system discussed in [Oler] is not fully asymmetric; see Figure 3.3. The 

receiver at the portable unit still has a feedback equalizer for the equalization of 

signal transmitted from base station. However extra precautions need to be taken 

for the side effect of error propagation, since the feedback filter is used in the 

receiver on each side. 
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DD: decision device; MOD: modulo-2N arithmetic 
FBF: feedback filter; FFF: feed forward filter 
RX: receiver TX : transmitter 

Figure 3.3: Oler's partially asymmetric system [Oler] 
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In the literature, equalization researchers are starting to adopt the concept 

of an asymmetric structure of equalization. For example, Incheol and Nakagawa 

propose an asymmetric modulation method used in an asymmetric equalization 

system [Incheol]. Badra and Daneshrad propose research about antenna 

selection based on slicer signal-to-noise ratio and largest-ray antenna combining 

to further improve the performance of a system using an asymmetric equalization 

structure [Badra]. However, none of these employ hardware implementation to 

further investigate the feasibility of asymmetric digital signal processing for an 

indoor wireless L A N . 
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3.3 Structure of the ADSP System in this Thesis 

The dispersive indoor wireless communication channel can cause 

intersymbol interference. Thus, appropriate signal processing is required — 

equalization is needed to remove the ISI. 

The traditional signal processing system is symmetric; the signal 

equalization procedures are identical in the forward link and the reverse link, as 

shown in Figure 3.4. The forward link, also called the downlink in industry, refers 

to the signal traveling from the base station to the portable unit. The reverse link, 

also called the uplink in industry, refers to the signal traveling from the portable 

unit to the base station. In a symmetric signal processing system, regardless of 

signal direction, the signal is always passed through the channel first, and then 

equalized at the receiver side. 

Data 
Source 

Data 
Sink 

Forward Link 

Reverse link 

Equalizer 

Base Station 

Channel 

Channel 

Equalizer 
Data 
Sink 

Data 
Source 

Portable unit 

Figure 3.4: Symmetric signal processing system 
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An asymmetric digital signal processing (ADSP) system is implemented for 

this thesis. The equalization function is completely removed from the transceiver 

(transmitter and receiver) in the portable unit. All the equalization functions are 

performed in the base station, as shown in Figure 3.5. In the reverse link, the 

signal is generated from the portable unit, passed through channel first, and 

equalized at the receiver in the base station. In the forward link, the signal is 

generated from the base station, pre-equalized in the base station before passing 

through the channel. When it reaches the receiver at the portable unit, there is no 

equalization operation needed for retrieval of the signal. 

Data 
Source 

Pre-equalizer 

Data 
Sink Equalizer 

Base Station 

Channel 

Channel 

Forward Link Data 
Sink 

Reversé link 
Data 

Source 

Portable unit 

Figure 3.5: Fully asymmetric signal processing system 

Although the computation complexity in the base station is increased in the 

A D S P system, the base station is less constrained by the size, weight, and 

computational issues, which are main issues in the portable unit. 
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3.4 Assumptions for the ADSP System 

• Reciprocity - Refers to the channel impulse response (CIR) with regard to 

the forward link and reverse link. The channel is characterized in one direction, 

and then exploited reciprocally for transmission in the other direction. This is 

useful when the asymmetric system is trained in one direction. Information data 

is sent in the other direction, using the same equalizer parameters. 

• Access scheme - Time-division multiple access with time-division 

duplexing (TDD) seems the most appropriate scheme for asymmetric signal 

processing. With the TDD scheme, a duplex channel is achieved by sharing the 

same frequency band between the forward link and the reverse link alternatively 

in time. Moreover, several users share the same radio channel by being 

assigned to different time slots. 

• B P S K - Binary phase shift keying is used for the modulation scheme. 

B P S K is a low level modulation scheme. It is more power efficient than high level 

modulation schemes (M-ary keying), but there is a trade off, that is, it is less 

bandwidth efficient than other modulation techniques. Since an asymmetric 

structure is used for the digital processing system, higher transmission power is 

required for the signal pre-equalization, thus, power efficient modulation schemes 

have higher priority than bandwidth efficient modulation schemes. 

All these assumptions are based on the fact that the proposed asymmetric 

system is designed for use in an indoor environment where the physical 

coverage distances (and thus the radio propagation time delay) are much smaller 

than the many kilometers used in conventional cellular telephone systems. The 

indoor channel is quasi-static or very slowly time varying. The distance between 

the base station and the portable unit is quasi-stationary. Setting the maximum 

moving speed for a portable unit is close to 4m/s, which is the walking speed of a 

human being, and assuming the carrier frequency of 1.5GHz, the maximum 
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Doppler spread is 20Hz, approximately equivalent to a channel coherence time 

20ms. By comparing the 20Hz Doppler spread with the IEEE802.11 standard 

supporting data rate of 1Mb/s for an indoor environment, the effects of Doppler 

spread are negligible. When the forward training and backward data transmitting 

occur well within the coherence time of the channel, the channel impulse 

response is reciprocal in both directions. 
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4. Experimental Set-up 

4.1 Introduction 

There are two ways that can be used to implement the proposed A D S P 

system: one is a software implementation; the other one is a hardware 

implementation. Software implementation uses computer software simulation 

tools to simulate the asymmetric system. Gibbard uses a software package 

named Signal Processing Worksystem™ (SPW™) from Comdisco Systems Ine 

to simulate the asymmetric signal processing system [Gibbard 1]. Software 

simulation of the A D S P system is a versatile method, particularly for research 

purposes, because the program code can be easily modified and reused. One 

drawback is that it may be difficult to predict what the program will do once 

implemented in a practical system. Some practical concerns are: How long will 

the processor take to compute the additions and multiplications? Will different 

parts of a hardware system perform exactly the same as expected based on 

software simulation? However, when using a hardware simulation for the 

implementation, including a programmable microprocessor, the program code 

downloaded into the processor can be easily modified and quickly tested. Also, 

the A D S P 's performance in a practical system can be predicted with greater 

confidence than the case in software simulation. 

To enable experimental evaluation of the proposed A D S P system, the 

T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 digital signal processing system board from Texas Instruments has 

been employed. Today, digital signal processors (DSPs) are implemented in 

communications equipment, such as the equalizer at the digital receiver to 

removes the distortion caused by the communications link between the 

transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna. Here, we use the floating point 

T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 microprocessor to implement the A D S P system as intended for an 

indoor wireless local area network (LAN). 
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4.2 Digital Signal Processing Unit 

For experimental purposes, digital signal processing of the proposed A D S P 

system is performed on a TMS320C30 system board [Spectrum]. This board is 

plugged into an IBM P C AT 487 66 M H z computer in the power electronics lab in 

engineering building. A block diagram of the system board is shown in Figure 

4.1. Software is provided for writing assembly or C language code and 

debugging in real time on the TMS320C30 chip. 

J _ L 
Digital Port 

TMS320C30 
C P U 

D/A 

D/A 

A/D 

Memory 

P C Interface 
A/D 

Figure 4.1: D S P board block diagram. 

The T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 digital signal processor (DSP) is a high speed floating 

point device with integer and floating point arithmetic; 2048x32 bit words of on 

chip R A M ; 4096x32 bit words of on chip R O M ; a control unit with parallel and 

serial interfaces. Operating from a 33.3 M H z clock, a performance of 16.7 million 

floating-point computations per second is achieved. The peak arithmetic 

performance of 33.3 million floating point computations per second is attained 

when the floating-point multiplier and adder are used in parallel. 
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There are two memory areas provided off-chip to supplement the 2K 

words R A M provided on-chip. 'Area A' has 64K words of external memory. This 

area is accessed from the P C using the Hold/Hold Acknowledge feature of the 

TMS320C30 . 'Area B' has 64K words of one wait state memory. 

Dual channel 16-bit AID and D/A systems are included on the board. 

Sampling rates of up to 200 kHz are supported. All four A /D and D/A devices are 

clocked by a common sample rate signal. 

The board is suitable only for the P C AT and compatibles. Access to 

memory from the P C passes through the dual porting hardware on the 

TMS320C30 board, and speed is limited mainly by the speed of the P C and its 

software. The T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 dual port interface includes an address counter for 

block transfers, and hardware to transfer between the 16-bit P C bus and 32-bit 

D S P bus. Interrupts from the P C to the TMS320C30 and vice versa are 

supported. 

A 16-bit width parallel expansion system is provided as a memory mapped 

peripheral area, which allows further expansion of the analog and digital I/O 

capabilities of the board. Transfers over this link use two wait states to achieve a 

180 nsec transfer cycle, which is suitable for ribbon cable connection to 

peripheral boards. 

Depending on the application, one of the software packages, assembly 

language tools, or a C language compiler can be used. Once the program is 

written in assembly language, the assembler and linker are used to create a 

binary object file for execution by the processor. The assembler produces 

relocatable object files. The linker takes as its input one or more of these files 

and a specification of how to map them to physical memory on the board. Its 

output is an absolute object file, which can be loaded to the board and executed. 
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The C language compiler runs on the P C , takes its input from a C source file on 

the P C , and produces a T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 assembly source code file as its output. 

This output is then processed by the assembler and linker. 

Allowing the user to use C language to program the microprocessor has 

two major advantages. First, the user does not have to know how to use 

assembly language. Second, existing programs written in a high level language 

can be more easily adapted. 

4.3 ADSP System Hardware 

The D S P board and the computer shown in Figure 4.1 are used to 

implement the base station and the portable unit (in Figure 3.5) in the A D S P 

system for an indoor wireless local area network. 

The Nonlinear equalizer D F E , compared with the linear equalizer, is a more 

effective equalization method for extremely severe channels, especially when the 

channel has one or many very deep spectrum nulls. Another nonlinear equalizer, 

the TH precoder, has similar B E R performance as D F E , with less concern for 

error propagation brought by the feedback equalizer at the receiver in a D F E . A 

detailed explanation about nonlinear equalizers can be found in chapter 2. Thus 

D F E is chosen as the equalizer used at the receiver of the base station shown in 

Figure 3.5, and the TH precoder combined with a feed forward filter work as the 

pre-equalizer at the transmitter in the base station. The implementation with 

respect to equalizer for the A D S P system is shown in Figure 4.2, all those 

functions inside the dash box are programmed into the T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 D S P chip. 
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Figure 4.2: The equalizer arrangement for the A D S P system 
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5. Algorithms and Control 

5.1 Software Overview 

The hardware simulation is separated into two parts. The first part is the 

forward link, where the base station sends data send to the portable P C . The 

second part is the reverse link, where the portable P C sends data to the base 

station. Each of these two implementation parts has two programs, one is run on 

the D S P board, and the other is run on a desktop P C . The one run on the D S P 

board, called the D S P program, is written in C language. It includes several 

calculations, such as the convolution of the input signal stream with the channel 

impulse response, the training, the equalization, and the retrieving of the original 

signal, etc. This D S P program is first compiled into assembly language, and then 

assembled and linked into a "*.out" file, which is machine code executable by the 

D S P board. This shell program came with the D S P system board, which includes 

compiler, assembler and linker; all provided by Texas Instruments. 

The second program is run on the desktop P C , referred to here as the P C 

program, and also written in the C programming language. However, it is 

compiled, made, and finally built into an executable file, which is suitable for 

running under the D O S environment. This P C program is used to control the 

whole A D S P system. It starts the D S P board, downloading the executable file 

generated by the D S P program to the D S P chip (the T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 

microprocessor), transmitting data to, or retrieving data from the D S P chip, and 

recording the simulation process and results. 
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5.2 Implementation of System Elements 

5.2.1 Data Source and the Data Sink 

There is a signal generator in each transmitter of the base station and the 

portable unit, referred to as "data source" in Figure 4.2. In a practical system, the 

signal generated by the data source could be voice, graphic, video, or text. First, 

they are converted into binary numbers by an AID converter. Second, these 

binary numbers are encoded into a B P S K data stream for future decoding by the 

receiver on the other side of the radio link. In this simulation, a pseudo random 

number (PN) generator is used for the signal generator. A generated P N number 

is directly encoded into the B P S K data stream with the value of 1 or -1 . In order 

to simplify the system implementation, these 1 and - 1 ' s are treated as the 

desired data stream. 

A raised cosine filter is used for pulse shaping. According to the Nyquist 

rate, the minimum number of samples for each pulse is two samples, which 

insure sufficient accuracy of pulse reconstruction. For example, given the 

frequency of the original signal 1KHz, the sampling rate should be at least 2KHz . 

A relatively small number of samples per pulse—three are used here due to the 

limited memory space in the TMS320C30 D S P chip. 

The input to the data sink is the estimated B P S K data stream from the data 

source. Due to space and time limits, the implementation of the B P S K data 

stream converted back to its original signal form is omitted from thesis. 

5.2.2 MOD Function Block 

The "MOD" element in Figure 4.2 is a function block that represents 

Modulo-2N arithmetic. The M O D element at the transmitter side of the base 
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station is intended to mitigate the situation that the output from the feedback filter 

might become unstable and the possibility of generating infinite power. The M O D 

element at the receiver side of the portable unit is used to de -MOD the signal. 

The modulo-2N arithmetic method discussed in section 2.2.2.2 is not 

suitable for this hardware simulation. It tends to flip the signal bit into the opposite 

value if the amplitude of the signal bit happens to be greater than N. For 

example, as shown in Figure 5.1, the amplitude value is 3.4, assuming N = 1, 

according to the rule, 3.4 > 1, 2 is subtracted from the amplitude value, now the 

value is 1.4, it is still greater than 1, therefore 2 is subtracted from the value 

again, its final value becomes - 0.6. When this signal bit passes the decision 

device, value -1 is assigned to the estimate value. However, the actual 

transmitted bit value is 1, and the signal bit is flipped to the opposite value by the 

M O D element. 

-2 

3.4 1.4 -0.6 

Figure 5.1 : The flipping effect of modulo-2N arithmetic 

In order to avoid the flipping effect brought by modulo-2N arithmetic, a 

modified version of modulo-2N arithmetic is used in this simulation. For any 

amplitude value greater than N, a N is subtracted from the value until it is less 

than N; or when the amplitude value is less than - N , a N is added until the value 

is greater than - N . a is the step size of the adjustment, 0 < a < 1. The closer a is 

to 1, the less modulo-2N arithmetic operations are needed to bring the amplitude 
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value within the desired range. However, it is more difficult for the decision 

device to give a correct decoded value. In this implementation, a is equal to 0.3. 

5.2.3 DD Function Block 

The decision device (DD) function block is a decision device working as a 

decoder to bring the signal bit back to the B P S K data stream. It works as follows 

If the input is greater than 0, the output is 1 ; 

If the input is less or equal to 0, the output is - 1 . 

5.2.4 DD + FBF + FFF Function Blocks 

The decision feedback equalizer (DFE) consists of F B F , F F F and DD 

function blocks. It is a nonlinear equalizer suitable for a severely dispersive 

channel. The tap weight vector of the D F E , w, is the combination of the tap 

weight vector of F F F , Wf , and the tap weight vector of F B F , wb. They can be 

expressed in the following way 

Wf.' { Wit W2,..., WNI} 

Wb: {91.92,.... 9NA 

w: { Wf wb} = {w1i..„ wN1, g1 gN2) 

where, N1 is the number of taps in the feed forward filter, N2 is the number of 

taps in the feedback filter. The number of taps used in a D F E is represented here 

as N1/N2. For example, 5/2 tap D F E means 5 forward taps and 2 feedback taps 

in the D F E . The detailed structure of a D F E is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: The detailed structure of D F E 

The tap weights of the D F E are adjustable during the training period. The 

tap weights iterate recursively to minimize the mean square error according to 

the M M S E criterion. Training data is both known by the transmitter and the 

receiver. The error e(n) is taken by the difference between the delay version of 

the desired data d(n)—training data and the combined output of the feed forward 

filter and the feedback filter y(n) at discrete time instant n: 

e(n) = d(n)-y(n) (5.1) 

The combined output of F F F and F B F y (n) can be calculated as follows: 
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y(n) = 

u(n) 

u(n -1) 

u (n -A /1 + 1) 

Equation (5.2) can be rewritten as 

u(n) 

w 
V N1 J 

+ 

dd(n-\) 

dd(n-2) 

dd(n - A/2) 

y 

X 

) 

y(n) = 

\T ( ^ 

u(n - A/1 +1) 

dd{n-Vj 

dd(n - A/2) 

w, A/1 

» 1 

V^N2 J 

= Uxw 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Where U = 

u(n) 

u(n - A/1 +1) 

dd{n-V) 

dd(n - A/2) 

forward filter and feedback filter. 

is the combined input vector of the feed 

Equation (5.3) shows that the decision feedback filter can be treated as the 

cascade of a feed forward filter and a feedback filter. The R L S algorithm is used 

as the adaptive algorithm. Using the summarized R L S algorithm discussed at the 

end of section 2.2.3.2, the tap weights of the D F E can be iterated recursively to 

the optimum value after a certain number of training cycles. In this thesis, ô = 

0.004, X = 1. For the R L S algorithm, the convergence rate is 2 M , where M = 

N1+N2. This means that the training sequence should be at least 2M long. In 
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order to make sure 100 percent convergence is reached, usually a training 

stream longer than the convergence rate 2M is used. 

5.2.5 MOD + FBF + FFF Function Blocks 

The feedback filter (FBF), and the feed forward filter (FFF), together with the 

M O D function block compose the pre-equalizer at the transmitter of the base 

station. 

In the reverse link of the asymmetric system, assuming the z-transform of 

the channel is H (z). The function of the D F E equalizer is to compensate the 

channel impulse response, for example, remove the pre-curser and post-curser 

of the inter symbol interference. The D F E equalizer after being optimized by the 

adaptive algorithm, has a z-transform function that becomes the inverse of the 

channel, 1/ H (z). The total z - transform function of an equalized channel 

becomes H (z) x 1/ H (z) = 1, which meets the Z F criterion. If there is a single 

pulse at the input of the system, it is expected that only a single pulse will be 

shown at the output. When this equalizer with 1/H(z) z-transform function is 

placed before the channel, as in the case of the forward link in the asymmetric 

system, this equalizer becomes the pre-equalizer. However the pre-equalized 

channel still has the same z - transform function as the post-equalized channel, 

which is 1/H(z) x H(z) = 1. The Z F criterion is still satisfied. Thus, the optimized 

tap weights used in the D F E equalizer can be used in the pre-equalizer for 

forward data transmission without ISI. 

Caution must be taken, in that if the channel is non-minimum phase, and 

any roots of the channel z-transform function have a magnitude greater than 

unity, the feedback loop of the pre-equalizer could generate an infinite 

magnitude, which makes the system unstable. Using the M O D function block in 
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the pre-equalizer, instead of using the DD as in the D F E equalizer, could limit the 

boundary of the feedback loop, and make the system remain stable. 

5.2.6 Channel + Noise Function Blocks 

According to the results of indoor propagation measurements reported by 

Saleh and Valenzuela [Saleh], using 1.5GHz radio like pulses, the delay spread 

a T is from 10~50ns. The media is 25ns inside an office building; 100ns in some 

hallway. The indoor radio channel is quasi-static or very slowly time varying. If 

the data rate is 2 Mb/s as for the IEEE802.11 standard supported right now for 

indoor wireless data transmission, the symbol period of the transmitted symbol T s 

is 500ns. Therefore T s » a T , and under this condition, the channel is a flat fading 

channel. The spectral characteristics of the transmitted signal are preserved at 

the receiver. However, the strength of the received signal changes with time, due 

to fluctuations in the gain of the channel caused by multi-path. Equalization 

signal processing is not needed for a flat fading channel. 

However, broadband systems require a data rate of 20Mb/s, where the 

symbol period becomes 50ns. If the signal is transmitted in the 1.9 G H z 

frequency band, the delay spread of the radio channel inside an office building 

ranges from 70~94ns. Under this situation, T s < a x , and the channel induces 

intersymbol interference. An equalizer is needed for the signal processing to 

remove the distortion introduced by a frequency selective fading channel. 

There are several ways to simulate an indoor multi-path channel. Gibbard 

uses a sophisticated channel model derived from indoor measured data 

[Gibbardl] . In this thesis, hardware constraints impose the use of a simple indoor 

multi-path channel model. 
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Figure 5.3: Two-ray Rayleigh fading channel model 

A commonly used multi-path model is an independent Rayleigh fading 2-ray 

model explained in [Rappaport]. Figure 5.3 shows a block diagram of the 2-ray 

independent Rayleigh fading channel model. The impulse response of the model 

is represented as 

where a i and a2 are independent and Rayleigh distributed, ¢1 and ¢2 are 

independent and uniformly distributed over [ 0, 2n], and x is the time delay 

between the two rays. By adding more elements in equation (5.4) with 

independent a and x values, this two-ray model can become a multi-ray model. 

This model can be used to simulate flat fading conditions, as well as multi-path 

time delay. By varying x, it is possible to create a wide range of frequency 

selective fading effects. 

In this thesis, the simulation of a frequency selective fading channel is more 

of concern, as the intersymbol interference is induced by a frequency selective 

fading channel. Since an indoor channel is quasi-static, Proakis' channel model 

seems the suitable model for this simulation, and it is easier to implement than 

other channel models. According to Proakis' channel model [Proakis3], a time-

h (t) = en exp (y^) ô ( t ) + a 2 exp (jfc ) ô ( t - x ) (5.4) 
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variant multi-path channel may be characterized mathematically as a time-variant 

linear filter. Such a linear filter is characterized by a time-variant channel impulse 

response h (x; t), where h (x; t) is the response of the channel at time t due to an 

impulse applied at time t - x, given by 

where the { a*} represents the possible time-variant attenuation factors for the L 

multi-path propagation paths. 

For an input signal x (t), the output y (t) of the noisy channel with noise n (t) 

becomes 

The received signal consists of L multi-path components. Each component 

is attenuated by a* ( t ), and delayed by x*. 

The signal is corrupted by additive noise. The noise may come from the 

thermal noise in the transmitter or the receiver, or from a random disturbance 

from the surrounding atmosphere during the course of signal transfer over the 

radio channel. This noise is called additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), since 

it is added to the signal, with a Gauss ian probability density distribution, whose 

power spectral density is uniform over the entire frequency range of interest, 

which makes it white noise. A pseudo-random number generator is used to 

generate A W G N noise in the simulation. 

L 

(5.5) 

L 

(5.6) 
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5.3 Signaling Control of the Simulation 

5.3.1 Forward Link of the ADSP System 

In the forward link of the proposed A D S P system, the desktop P C is used to 

emulate a portable P C , while the D S P board emulates the base station. The 

information exchanged between the base station and the portable P C is shown in 

the Figure 5.4: 

Base 
station by 
D S P board 

R E Q ^ 

Training 

% Parameters are 
; passed from D F E to 

(• ** T H - F F 

Sending 
Data 

Portable unit 
by desktop P C 

Figure 5.4: Information exchanged between the base station and 

the portable P C in the forward link data transmission 

Assuming the system is packet-switch based. Before each packet can be 

sent out from the base station, a process of channel acquisition must be 

performed. This consists of listening to the channel and, if the channel remains 

quiet, the base station sends a request pulse (REQ) to reserve the channel, and 

informs the portable P C that it has data waiting to be sent. The portable will start 

to send the training sequence, which is both known by the base station and the 

portable. The training procedure always takes place in the reverse link. When the 

training procedure is finished, the tap weights of the D F E equalizer in the base 

station of the reverse link are frozen, and the parameters of tap weights will be 
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sent to the forward link to set the tap weights of the T H precoder and F F F in the 

base station. The detailed structure of the proposed A D S P system is shown in 

Figure 4.2 of chapter 4. The base station is idling during the training process. It is 

synchronized with the portable P C . Once the training process is finished, the 

base station will start to transmit data right away without wasting time to wait for 

the portable to send an acknowledgement of training completion. When the 

transmitter finishes sending its data, it will send out another acknowledge 

s igna l—ACK to mark its end of data transmission. Since this is a simulation, the 

channel between the base station and the portable unit is always available; 

hence the channel listening process can be omitted from the channel acquisition 

procedure. 

The data packet structure of the base station and the portable P C during the 

forward link period is shown in Figure 5.5. Both the base station and the portable 

P C have the data frame, and the transmissions occur in both directions. The 

training data is both known by the base station and portable unit. 

Base station: R E Q idling data block data block 

Portable: Training Data 

Figure 5.5: Data packet structure when the base station has data to send 

The number of information blocks inside each packet depends on the 

coherence time of the channel. In a practical system, a forward error correcting 

(FEC) bit may be inserted between packets. Once an error is detected, the base 

station sends another R E Q pulse requesting the portable unit to send out the 

training sequence again. In this hardware simulation, the channel is set to be 
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unchanged well within each data packet transmission. Each data packet has four 

blocks with 490 bits in each block, which is limited by the on chip memory space 

of 2 K R A M . 

5.3.2 Reverse link of the ADSP system 

In the reverse link of the proposed A D S P system, the D S P board is used to 

emulate the base station and the desktop P C is used to emulate the portable P C . 

The reverse link, also called the downlink in the industry, occurs when the 

portable P C has data sent to the base station. 

Base 
Station 

Portable 
P C 

Figure 5.6: Information exchanged between the portable P C and the 

base station in the reverse link data transmission 

The information exchanged between the portable P C and the base station is 

shown in Figure 5.6. Similar to the forward link data transmission, a process of 

channel acquisition must be performed before the portable unit can send out any 

information packet. First listening to the channel, if the channel remains quiet, the 
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portable P C sends out a request signal (REQ) to reserve the channel and inform 

the base station that it is going to send some information. Then it starts to send 

training data, to permit the base station to adjust its tap weights of the D F E 

according to the radio path between the base station and the portable unit. Once 

the training data transmission is completed, the portable P C starts to send the 

information data block right away. All transmissions will only occur in one single 

direction, from the portable P C to the base station. 

The data frames of the base station and the portable P C during the reverse 

link period are shown in Figure 5.7. Only the portable P C has data packets this 

time. 

Portable: R E Q Training Data Data Block Data Block 

Figure 5.7: Data packet structure in the backward data transmission 

5.3.3 Overall Hardware Simulation Control 

Since the TMS320C30 microprocessor emulates a base station, the 

decision feedback equalizer (DFE) and pre-equalizer (TH precoder and FF) are 

built into the microprocessor. For simulating a multi-path channel for an indoor 

wireless local area network, several different lengths of cable could be used to 

represent the channel for data transmission. In order to increase the flexibility 

and reality of the hardware simulation, the channel parameters should be flexible. 

A lso, since a multi-path channel can also be considered as a multi-tap filter, the 

simulated channel is built into the microprocessor. 
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5.3.3.1 Forward Link in Hardware 

Get Ptr to 
DSP mem 

Send training 
data 

Data received 

TMS320C30 for 
Base Station 

Desktop PC for 
Portable PC 

Figure 5.8: The forward link control in hardware 

Figure 5.8 shows the signal processing flow between the desktop P C and 

the T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 microprocessor when simulating the forward link - the base 

station has data to send. The whole procedure starts by running the executable 

program for the desktop P C (emulating the Portable PC) . This program is called 

the P C program. First, it uses the SelectBoard( ) function to initialize the interface 

to the T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 system. Second, this P C program downloads a T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 
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object code file for the forward link into the board memory. After both the P C 

Proceed Flag and D S P Proceed Flag are set to "0", the board being reset, the 

D S P board is started. The D S P program assigns meaningful names to pointer-to-

flags used to communicate with the P C , and also puts starting addresses of input 

and output arrays in absolute locations so the P C can find the arrays. This is 

done in the DSP initialized part shown in the Figure 5.8. After initializing the 

D S P , the D S P board sets the PC-proceed flag to high to inform the P C that it is 

ready for the next step. Then the P C points its pointers to D S P memory, and 

generates training data. Noise data is also generated at this time. After data is 

transmitted through the right addresses to the D S P board, the P C sets the D S P 

Proceed Flag to high to inform the D S P . When the D S P receives this flag, it sets 

the flag back to low for next time. The D S P first convolves training data with the 

channel impulse response. The noise data is added into the convolution output, 

simulating the training data passing through a noisy channel, and then the D S P 

starts the training process. Tap weights in the D F E and FF in the reverse link are 

adjusted according to the difference between the estimated data and desired 

data (training data) ( M M S E criterion). After the training process is finished, the 

tap weights are passed from the reverse link to the TH precoder in the forward 

link. Information data are generated in the D S P right after the training process is 

finished, first precoded by the TH precoder, then passed through the noisy 

channel, and finally arriving at the receiver side of the PC—the portable P C . The 

portable P C retrieves the information by passing the receive signal through a 

decision device. The forward link data transmission ends at this point. 
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5.3.3.2 Reverse link in Hardware 

Start DSP 
board 
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Figure 5.9: The reverse link control in hardware 

Figure 5.9 shows the signal processing flow between the desktop P C and 

the TMS320C30 microprocessor when simulating the reverse link - the portable 

unit has data to send. The whole procedure starts by running the executable 
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program for the desktop P C (emulating the Portable PC) . This program is called 

the P C program. First, it uses the SelectBoard( ) function to initialize the interface 

to the TMS320C30 system. Second, this P C program downloads a TMS320C30 

object code file for the reverse link into the board memory. After both the P C 

Proceed Flag and the D S P Proceed Flag are set to "0", the board being reset, 

the D S P board is started. The D S P program assigns meaningful names to 

pointer-to-flags used to communicate with the P C , and also puts starting 

addresses of input and output arrays in absolute locations so the P C can find the 

arrays. This is done in the D S P initialized part shown in the figure 5.9. After 

initializing the D S P , the D S P board sets the P C proceed flag to high to inform the 

P C that it is ready for the next step. Then the P C points its pointers to D S P 

memory, and generates training data. Noise data is also generated at this time. 

After data is transmitted through the right addresses to the D S P board, the P C 

sets the D S P Proceed Flag to high to inform the D S P . When the D S P receives 

this flag, it sets the flag back to low for next time. The D S P first convolves 

training data with the channel impulse response. The noise data is added into the 

convolution output, simulating the training data is passing through a noisy 

channel, and then the D S P starts the training process. Tap weights in the D F E 

and the FF in the reverse link are adjusted according to the difference between 

the estimated data and desired data (training data) ( M M S E criterion). After the 

training process is finished, the tap weights are frozen. The D F E equalizer is 

ready for unknown data equalization. At the same time, a PC-proceed flag is sent 

to the desktop P C informing the portable unit that the base station is ready for 

receiving data. The information data are generated in the portable unit, and 

passed to the D S P through the correct interface address, followed by a D S P -

proceed flag. The D S P convolves the received data with the channel impulse 

response and mixes the output with noise. After equalization, and the decision

making operation, information data are recovered at the base station side (DSP). 

The reverse link data transmission ends at this point. 
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6. Experimental Results 

The on-chip memory of the T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0 is 2K R A M . When performing the 

hardware simulation, the training data takes 40 bits of space. The information 

data can thus only be 1900 bits long. Since the Recursive Lease Squares (RLS) 

algorithm has the feature of fast convergence, it can be used to help with saving 

memory space, i.e. the fewer bits used in the training sequence, the more is 

saved on channel bandwidth. 

A s mentioned in the previous chapter, B P S K is used for data encoding. The 

power used for transmission is normalized to 1. Time Division Multiple Access 

(TDMA) is employed with the Time Division Duplexing (TDD) access scheme. 

Proakis' channel model - equation (5.5) is used for the simulation of the channel. 

The performance investigation of the system is mainly focused on the 

forward link investigation. When the base station has data sent over to the 

portable, the information exchange occurs in both directions; first the training 

process from the portable to the base station, then data transmission from the 

base station to the portable. Thus, the pre-equalization structure is located in the 

forward link. This implies that the performance of forward link transmission better 

represents the performance of the A D S P system. Thus, the simulation results 

mentioned here are mainly from the forward link data transmission. 

6.1 Ability to Combat ISI 

Consider the channel [0.5 0.9], as shown in Figure 6.1, a two-path channel 

with L = 2. Assuming the delay time for the first pulse is 0, the delay time x 2 fo r 

the second path is one symbol period; the first channel impulse response a-i is 
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0.5, the second impulse response a2 is 0.9. It means, if one data bit with 

amplitude 1 passing the channel, the amplitude of the first arrival of the data bit 

will attenuate to 0.5; the second arrival of the data bit will attenuate to 0.9, one 

symbol period time later than the first arrival. The program runs 200 times to 

collect data. Both Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 are stem plots. The data sequence 

are plotted as stems from the x-axis terminated with circles for the data value. In 

Figure 6.1, the channel impulse response is stem plotted along the y-axis. The x-

axis shows the number of paths of the channel. 

paths 

Figure 6.1 : Impulse response of a two-path channel [0.5 0.9] 

Figure 6.2 displays the simulation results for the value of the pre-equalizer 

tap weights used for forward link transmission. The amplitude of the transmitted 

data is normalized to 1. The tap weight value of each tap is stem plotted along 

the y-axis; the tap number is shown on the x-axis. A 5/2 tap equalizer means, 

taps 1 to 5 of the equalizer are the feed forward taps, taps 6 and 7 are the 
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feedback taps. S N R is 30dB. These tap weights are copies of tap weights in the 

reverse link equalizer (FFF and FBF) . 

Figure 6.2: Tap weights of the pre-equalizer (5/2) 

A s shown in Figure 6.3, the frequency response of the channel has a deep 

spectral null around the normalized center frequency area. The frequency 

response of the nonlinear pre-equalizer is close to the reverse shape of the 

channel spectrum, which means that the pre-equalizer has the ability to 

compensate the frequency null, and remove the intersymbol interference due to a 

dispersive channel. 

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 are stem plots. They show the process of data 

stream change during the forward link signal transmission (see also Figure 3.5). 

In this experiment, a raised cosine filter is used for the pulse shaping with a 

sampling rate of 3 samples for each symbol and roll off factor 1. The delay 

spread of the channel is 2 times the symbol period with distortion factor 4 
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(impulse response [0.45 0.9]). A 5/2 pre-equalizer is used for the signal pre-

distortion. The signal to noise ratio is 30dB. 

normalized frequency 

Figure 6.3: Frequency spectrum of the channels impulse response and tap 

weights of FF (5/2). 

Figure 6.4a shows the partial responses of transmitted data stream after 

pre-distortion, Figure 6.4b shows the channel output when the same group of 

pre-distorted data stream is passed through the dispersive channel. Figure 6.5a 

shows the impulse response of the original transmitted data stream at the 

transmitter. Figure 6.5b shows the recovery of the transmitted data stream at the 

receiver after the decision device. By comparing the data stream from the 

transmitter in Figure 6.5a and those from the receiver in Figure 6.5b, the 

recovery of the transmitted signal at the receiver side is clear. From these 

figures, we can see how the pre-equalizer works to cancel the intersymbol 

interference caused by the dispersive channel. 
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Figure 6.4a: Data pulse at the transmitter after pre-distortion 
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Figure 6.4b: Data pulse at the receiver after passing noisy channel 
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Figure 6.5a: Desired data steam from the transmitter. 
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Figure 6.5b: Recovered data steam at the receiver. 
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6.2 BER Performance versus SNR 

The bit error rate (BER) is used to represent the probability of error in data 

transmission. It is defined as the ratio of the number of error bits to the total 

number of transmitted bits. Since the probability of error is statistical or an 

ensemble average, at least 90% confidence is needed. This is achieved by 

counting at least 100 errors. Therefore, instead of predetermining the total 

number of bits to be transmitted, the transmissions are continued until 100 errors 

are counted. Therefore, 

100 errors 
B E R = (6.1) 

Number of bits transmitted to make 100 errors 

However, when the signal to noise ratio (SNR) becomes large, (e.g. 18 dB 

S N R in Figure 6.6), the D S P chip might be required to operate for an excessive 

time before 100 bit errors are reached. The system will give a "run out of 

memory" warning and stop downloading data and commands to the D S P chip 

after 650 data frames have been processed. In this case, a compromised method 

is used. The signal processing in the D S P board is stopped once more than 640 

data frames have been processed, thus preventing the D S P board from reaching 

the error status. The program is still capable of collecting some error bits, and the 

B E R calculation can still be made but with less confidence. 

B E R performance is a function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Given the 

channel [0.9 0.5], 50 bits for training, 1900 data bits each frame, 5 forward taps 

and 2 feedback taps are used in the pre-equalizer, results are shown in Figure 

6.6 with different delay time for the second impulse response of the channel. The 

channel delay spread issue is discussed in section 6.2.1. With the increasing 

value of the S N R , the B E R value becomes smaller. This means that while 

increasing the signal transmission power compared with the power of random 

noise, the A D S P system becomes more capable of distinguishing the usable 
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signal from the additive Gauss ian white noise (AGWN), thus the over all signal 

recovery error is reduced. 

6.2.1 Two Paths Channel with Different Delay Spread 

6.2.1.1 Differ by the Symbol Period 
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Figure 6.6: B E R vs. S N R performance in the [0.9 0.5] channel, 5/2 taps. 

If the delay time of the second path of the channel becomes larger 

compared with the symbol rate of the transmitted signal, it becomes harder for 

the pre-equalizer to cancel the ISI brought on by the two-path channel. It can be 

seen from Figure 6.6, that the B E R of the channel with two symbols delay spread 

is larger than that with one symbol delay spread (the B E R is close to 10" 3 at an 

S N R of 24dB). Similarly, the B E R of three symbols delay is larger than that of 

two symbols delay. 
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In order to combat the longer delay spread of the channel, more taps are 

needed in the feed forward filter of the pre-equalizer. In addition, one more tap is 

added in the feedback filter. Similar experiments are carried out with the channel 

whose second path is three symbol periods later than the first path, but the 

number of taps used in the pre-equalizer are 9/3 taps and 13/3 taps. From Figure 

6.7, it can be seen, when the 9/3 taps pre-equalizer is used, the B E R is as high 

as 10" 2 for an S N R in the range 22dB~30dB. When a 13/3 taps pre-equalizer is 

used, the B E R is zero when S N R is 20dB or up. 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

SNR 

Figure 6.7: B E R vs. S N R in [0.9 0.5] channel with 3-symbol period delay 
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6.2.1.2 Differ by the Sample Period 
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Figure 6.8: The B E R versus S N R in the [1 0.4] channel, 5/2 taps 

When using pulse shaping in a two paths channel data transmission, the 

performance of the A D S P system can also be investigated by differing the 

channel delay spread in the sample period time. The experiment is carried out 

using the pulse shaping technique with three samples in each pulse. When the 

delay spread is one sample, it means the delay between paths is one sample 

period time; when the delay spread is two samples, it means the impulse 

response of the second path of the channel arrives two samples period time later 

than the impulse response of the first path. The same applies to the three-sample 

period delay spread. It can be seen from Figure 6.8 that the A D S P system has a 

very low B E R when S N R = 10dB or above while the channel delay spread is one 

sample or two samples. If the channel delay spread is three samples period time, 

the A D S P system needs 14dB S N R to achieve acceptable B E R performance. 
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6.2.2 Three or More Paths Channels 

In order to further investigate the performance of the A D S P system in the 

situation of multi-path channels, experiments regarding three or more paths 

channels are carried out. 

6.2.2.1 Without Pulse Shaping 

First consider the three paths channel with the strongest impulse response 

at the first, second and third place as listed in Table 6.1. No pulse shaping 

method is used, which means only one sample in each signal pulse. 15 forward 

taps and 2 feedback taps are used in the pre-equalizer in all case. The hardware 

simulation results are shown in Figure 6.9. 

Table 6.1 : The parameters used in Figure 6.9 

Parameters Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 

CIR [1 0.5 0.25] [0.5 1 0.5] [0.25 0.5 1] 

Delay 1 symbol 1 symbol 1 symbol 

Taps 1 5 / 2 1 5 / 2 1 5 / 2 

Samples each symbol 1 1 1 
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Figure 6.9: Three paths channel B E R vs. S N R performance 

A s shown in Figure 6.9, the B E R curve of channel 1 and channel 3 are 

identical with each other. Although the impulse responses of these two channels 

looks different, but their spectrums are identical (Figure 6.10), they require the 

same pre-equalizer parameters to reduce the Inter-symbol interference. Also, as 

can be seen from Figure 6.9, under the situation of channel 1 and channel 3, the 

A D S P system can reach close to an error free state when the S N R = 20dB. 

However the A D S P system has difficulty to cancel the inter symbol interference 

when information is transmitted through channel 2. The bit error rate is very high 

even when S N R = 30dB. Referring to the spectrum of channel 2 in Figure 6.10, a 

very deep null around the normalized center frequency is observed. It is very 

hard for the equalizer to compensate this kind of spectral null, unless extremely 

large transmission power or a very large number of taps is used in the equalizer 

to remove this deep null from the spectrum of channel 2. However using a higher 
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S N R is unrealistic in this case. At least 60dB is needed for the cancellation of this 

close to - 7 0 d B deep null. An alternative way to cancel the deep spectral null in 

Channel 2 is to use a large number of taps in the equalizer, but this also means 

using a corresponding number of training sequences to train the equalizer, which 

is more than double of the equalizer tap number. Due to the limited 2K R A M 

space in the D S P system board, training sequences longer than 60 bits are not 

investigated here. 

Figure 6.10: The frequency spectrum of channels in Table6.1 

6.2.2.2 With Pulse Shaping 

In previous experiments, only one sample in each data symbol is used. 

Here, a pulse-shaping filter is used in the signal transmission. A raised cosine 
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filter is used as the pulse shaping filter. In order to save the storage space in the 

D S P board, only three samples are taken from each symbol. This satisfies the 

Nyquist rate that the sampling rate should be at least two times as large as the 

symbol rate. The tap space of the equalizer in the forward link is different from 

that in the reverse link. A s shown in Figure 6.11, in the reverse link, the signal is 

pulse shaped before passing through the dispersive channel. The tap space of 

the equalizer at the base station is one symbol space. In the forward link, the 

data stream is pre-distorted by the pre-equalizer with one sample space as the 

tap space, and then the pulse is shaped by the raised cosine filter before being 

sent through the dispersive channel. 

Forward Link -> 

Data Equalizer with 
Source sample space 

i-Reverse link 

Data Equalizer with 
Sink symbol space 

Pulse 
shaping 

Base Station 

CD 
£= 
£= 
CD 

J Z 

O 
Pulse 

shaping 

Data 
Sink 

Data 
Source 

Portable unit 

Figure 6.11 : A D S P system using pulse shaping 

The parameters used in the experiment are shown in Table 6.2. It can be 

seen from the simulation results shown in Figure 6.12, that the B E R curves of 

situation 1 and situation 2 are identical, These two situations both use an equal 

number of taps, however situation 1 uses pulse shaping, and situation 2 does 

not. It can be seen that even if the pulse shaping technique is used in the signal 

transmission, the high bit error rate due to the difficulty in removing the ISI 

brought by very severe dispersive channel [0.5 1 0.5], still exists. 
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Table 6.2: The parameters used in Figure 6.12 

Parameters Situation 1 Situation 2 

CIR [0.5 1 0.5] [0.5 1 0.5] 

Delay 1 symbol 1 symbol 

Taps 1 5 / 2 1 5 / 2 

Samples each symbol 3 1 

Pulse shaping With Without 

1.E+00 

« * * * 

1.E-01 

LU 
co 

1.E-02 

1.E-03 

Situation 1 

• Situation 2 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 6.12: Three paths channel B E R vs. S N R using pulse shaping 

Nevertheless, there are benefits of using pulse shaping in signal encoding, 

namely, using pulse shaping can limit the bandwidth of the signal and increase 

the radio bandwidth efficiency. Consider experiments carried out with a less 
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severe channel [0.4 1 0.4]. The parameters used in the experiment are shown in 

Table 6.3. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14. 

Regardless of whether a small number of taps are used in the equalizer, as in 

Figure 6.13, where only 5/2 taps are used in the equalizer, or a relatively large 

number of taps are used in the equalization process, as in Figure 6.14 with 9/2 

taps used, the system with the pulse shaping process has nearly the same 

performance as the system without the pulse shaping process. The reason that 

the A D S P system using pulse shaping does not show superior performance over 

the system without pulse shaping is, only around 200 symbols can be put into 

each data frame when using pulse shaping in the signal transmission. This 

compares with a system without the pulse shaping process, in which case, there 

are 1900 symbols in each data frame. With the pulse shaping technique, a large 

amount of the data frame space is occupied. The size of the data frame is 

constrained by the memory space of the simulation hardware—the D S P board. 

The length of the training sequence is constrained by the number of taps used in 

the equalizer, which is also constrained by the severity of the channel, and thus 

the higher percentage of information symbol being put into each data frame, the 

higher efficiency that can be achieved from the A D S P system. The R A M memory 

space available on the D S P board used for this simulation is only 2K, therefore 

the experiment regarding the pulse shaping usage is not successful. Thus, in 

practice, a D S P system with larger memory space is needed in order to 

implement the pulse shaping technique to limit the bandwidth occupancy by the 

transmitted signal. 
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Table 6.3: The parameters used in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 

Parameters Situation 1 Situation 2 

CIR [0.4 1 0.4] [0.4 1 0.4] 

Delay 1 symbol 1 symbol 

Taps 5 / 2 or 9/2 5 / 2 or 9/2 

Samples each symbol 1 3 

Pulse shaping Without With 

Number of symbols in each data frame 1900 200 

1.E+00 

1.E-01 

1.E-02 

LU 1.E-03 
CO. 

1.E-04 

1.E-05 

1.E-06 

& X * * 

- X — no pulse shaping 5/2 
taps 

• with pulse shaping 5/2 
taps 

~i i 1- x tt a • x A 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 6.13: Comparison of pulse shaping in a less severe channel with 5/2 taps. 
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* a * ft * 
\ 

* a a a 

A no pulse shaping 9/2 taps 

X with pulse shaping 9/2 taps 

1.E-06 -I 1 1 1 1 1 1 , , . X X X X X X 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 6.14: Comparison of pulse shaping in a less severe channel with 9/2 taps. 
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6.2.2.3 The Effect of Channel Severity 

W: channel distortion 

Figure 6.15: The B E R versus channel distortion factor. 

In Figure 6.15, The Bit Error Rate performance is plotted regarding the 

change of channel distortion factor UV in Equation (6.1) 

/7(n) = 0 .5 (1+cos ( 27 i (A7 - 2 ) /UO) ; / 7=1,2 , . . .oo. (6.1) 

where h (n) is the channel impulse response at discrete time n. The experiment 

is based on S N R = 30dB, with 200 data frames, each with 1900 symbols. A s the 

channel distortion factor increases, the channel severity increases, and the B E R 

of the A D S P system goes up as well. A list of distortion factors W and 

corresponding channel impulse responses (CIRs) are shown in Table 6.4. To 

further investigate the behavior of the A D S P system, experiments are carried out 
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regarding the B E R performance at different S N R and different channel severity. 

5/2 taps are used in the equalizer of the A D S P system. There are 1900 

information bits in each data frame and 40 bits in the training sequence. 20 

frames are transmitted to determine the B E R . The B E R versus S N R curves are 

plotted individually in Figure 6.16 when the channel distortion factor equals 2.75, 

3, 3.5, 3.75, and 4. A s can be seen from the results, by changing the severity of 

the channel, the B E R performance of the A D S P system also changes 

accordingly. The more severe the channel, the worse the B E R performance the 

system becomes. Five forward taps and two backward taps system start to have 

a very bad B E R performance when the channel distortion factor equals 3.75, its 

B E R is still as high as 0.1 even with a 28dB S N R . 

Table 6.4: Channel distortion factor and impulse response check up table 

Channel Distortion Factor W Channel Impulse Response (CIR) 

2.75 [0.17 1 0.17] 

3 [0.25 1 0.25] 

3.5 [0.39 1 0.39] 

3.75 [0.45 1 0.45] 

4 [0.5 1 0.5] 
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Figure 6.16: The B E R versus S N R with different channel distortion factor 
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6.2.2.4 The Transmission Power 

Figure 6.17: Spectra for the [1 0.4 0.4] channel and for the tap weights of 

the equalizer obtained at different S N R s 

In Figure 6.17, the spectrum of a [1 0.4 0.4] channel with one symbol as the 

delay spread, and the spectra of the equalizer tap weights at different S N R 

values are plotted. There are 1900 bits in each data frame and 20 frames are 

transmitted using a 5/2 taps equalizer. It can be seen that, by increasing the 

signal to noise ratio, the A D S P system will be able to better combat the inter 

symbol interference occurring from the multi-path channel. When S N R = 40dB, 

the spectral shape of the equalizer tap weights is the closest to the reciprocal of 

the channel spectrum. However, when S N R = 20dB, the spectral shape of 
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equalizer tap weights sufficiently close to the reciprocal of the channel spectrum, 

and is good enough to remove the inter-symbol interference. This can be verified 

by referring to Figure 6.18, which shows the simulation results by plotting the 

B E R versus the S N R , where the B E R reaches 1E-10 while S N R = 20dB, same 

as the B E R value while S N R = 40dB. Reducing the total power consumption in 

order to increase battery durability is the contemporary trend in today's wireless 

communication, it is unwise to increase the S N R without any bound, 40dB S N R 

is the maximum in the industry. The objective in designing the A D S P system is to 

reach an error free state with a S N R 30dB or lower. 

Figure 6.18: The B E R versus S N R in [1 0.4 0.4] channel using 5/2 taps 
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— * — A D S P system 5/2 
- A- - Symmetr ic System 
—41 A D S P system 7/2 

A D S P system 9/2 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 6.19: Comparison with the symmetric system in a [0.25 1 0.25] channel 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 6.20: Comparison with the symmetric system in a [.39 1 .39] channel 
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Table 6.5: The parameters used in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 

Delay 1 symbol 

Taps 5 / 2 

Samples each symbol 1 

Pulse shaping Without 

Number of symbols in each data frame 1900 

It can be seen from Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 that the A D S P system has 

a higher bit error rate compared with the symmetric system while the S N R is less 

than 20dB, where both systems use the same number of taps; 5/2 taps in the 

equalizer. In the case of a less severe channel, such as the [0.25 1 0.25] channel 

in Figure 6.19, the A D S P system cannot reach a bit-error-free state, even when 

the S N R is 18dB. Yet, the symmetrical system turns into an error-free state when 

the S N R is 14dB. In the case of a more severe channel, such as the [0.39 1 

0.39] channel in figure 6.20, when the S N R is 28dB, the A D S P system still has a 

B E R as high as 1E-4, yet the B E R of the symmetric system is 1E-8 at this point 

and after. More feed forward taps can be added in the A D S P equalizer in both 

cases, the B E R performance is getting better, as shown in Figure 6.19 and 

Figure 6.20. However, the S N R threshold for the A D S P system to reach an error 

free state is still at the 20dB level. In the case of the [0.25 1 0.25] channel, the 

symmetric system shows superior performance over the A D S P system, its error 

free threshold is at the 14dB level. In a more severe case as in the [0.39 1 0.39] 

channel, both systems have the same error free threshold at the S N R 20dB level. 

From these experimental results, it can be seen that, for less severe 

channel, the symmetric system has better B E R performance than the A D S P 
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system, with a lower error free threshold. Yet in a more severe channel, both 

systems have a similar error free threshold, however the A D S P system might 

need to use more taps in the forward filter to reach the same B E R level as in the 

symmetric system. 

Gibbard in his software simulation didn't make a comparison between an 

asymmetrical system and a symmetrical system, but he did vary the data 

transmission rate in his asymmetrical system simulation to show that the faster 

data rate can result in a lower B E R of the system[Gibbard1]. 

Oler compared his asymmetrical equalization system with a symmetrical 

system in a software simulation [Oler]. Both systems have similar B E R versus 

S N R performance, in the case where he used a very large number of equalizer 

taps, 20 forward taps and 16 backward taps. This seems an excessive number of 

taps. 
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7. Conclusion 

7.1 Thesis Summary 

Presented in this thesis is a hardware implementation of a new asymmetric 

digital signal processing (ADSP) system. While the information is transmitted 

from the mobile terminal to the base station, the signal is equalized at the 

receiver in the base station. While the information is transmitted from the base 

station to the mobile terminal, the signal is pre-distorted by a pre-equalizer 

located at the transmitter also in the base station, before it is passed through a 

multi-path channel. 

A TMS320C30 D S P system board is used to emulate the base station. A 

desktop P C is used to emulate the mobile terminal. This A D S P system is 

designed for an indoor wireless local area network. A nonlinear equalizer—the 

decision feedback equalizer is used for the signal processing from the mobile 

terminal to the base station. A Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) precoder combined 

with a feed forward filter act as the pre-equalizer at the transmitter in the base 

station. 

Due to the limited memory space available in the hardware system, the fast 

convergent R L S algorithm is used for the tap weight adaptation of the decision 

feedback equalizer (DFE) during the training process. Thus the overhead of 

training bits within each data frame is reduced, and the transmission efficiency is 

increased. 

The indoor wireless channel is considered as a reciprocal channel within its 

coherence time. Thus the signal transmission path from the base station to the 

mobile terminal is explored in the reverse direction, yet transmitted via the 
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forward direction. The parameters used in the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) 

and the pre-equalizer are identical. 

It is not obvious from our experimental results, that using the pulse shaping 

technique in the signal processing stage results in superior performance over an 

A D S P system not using the pulse shaping technique. The pulse shaping 

technique reduces the number of information bits in each data frame, which is a 

critical issue in the hardware implementation with limited memory space, and 

limited operation speed. In pratice, using pulse shaping technique is more 

bandwidth efficient than not using pulse shaping technique. 

The performance of the A D S P system is tested under different multi-path 

channel situations. By varying the channel severity, and the channel delay 

spread, with the appropriate number of taps used in the equalizer, the 

experimental results show satisfactory and predictable performances from the 

A D S P system. 

The performance of the A D S P system is compared with the traditional 

symmetric digital signal processing system with a decision feedback equalizer at 

the base station and the mobile terminal. In a less severe channel, the A D S P 

system needs a higher transmission power compared with that used in the 

symmetric system to achieve a satisfactory bit error rate performance. In a more 

severe channel, which is a common situation in an indoor environment, the 

A D S P system can achieve a satisfactory bit error rate performance at the same 

signal to noise ratio level as is also the case for the symmetric system, provided 

that there is a slight increase in the number of equalizer taps of the A D S P system 

compared to the symmetric system. 
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7.2 Future Work 

There are many areas, which could have been addressed within this thesis, 

but were not. Some of these are absent due to the constraint of time, the 

availability of the hardware resources and the computing resources, while others 

involve subject areas that are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

A different equalizer tap-weight adjusting algorithm could have been used in 

the training process to reduce the computation complexity while still keeping a 

fast convergence feature. 

The testing of the A D S P system is based on the assumption that the 

sampling time fits the data rate of the signal. In practice, the data rate could be 

as high as 10Mb/s. The sampling rate supported by the hardware system used in 

this thesis is only 200kHz. A hardware system with sampling rate higher than 

10Mb/s is needed to further research the implementation of the proposed A D S P 

system. 

Indoor wireless channel models based on real time measurements could be 

used to test the A D S P system performance, on the condition that the hardware 

system has enough memory space to perform this task. 

The hardware implementation in this thesis is mainly focused on base band 

signal processing. In future research, the A D S P system performance could be 

tested with the presence of a carrier at a frequency in the 1 G H z ~ 1 0 G H z range. 
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Appendix A: The C program used on the DSP board 

* 30fwdNS.C - This program is used on the TMS320C30 microprocessor. 

* The Channel impulse response is pre-determined at the P C , which is used to 

control the simulation and retrieve data 

* A D F E equalizer is used at the reverse link, 

* TH precoder is used at the forward link. 

* R L S algorithm update. D S P board as Base station, P C as portable. 

* This is a reverse link training, forward link transmission. 

* It is asymmetric structure. 

* A W G N Noise is added into the channel. 

*/ 

#include "c:\dsptools\Stdlib.h" 

#include "c:\dsptools\math.h" 

#include "c:\dsptools\time.h" 

#define N1 40 /* N1 as the training sequence length */ 

#define N2 1900 /* N2 as the signal length */ 

#define M 2 /*The number of paths in the channel, can be modified*/ 

#define F F _ S I Z E 5 /* Feed Forward filter size */ 

#define F B _ S I Z E 2 /* Feedback filter size 7 

/* Define global variables (these go in the .bss memory section): */ 

float lnputTrain[N1]; /* Input training array (from PC) . */ 

float lnputData[N2]; /* Data T X from Base Station */ 

float Channel[M]; /* Input channel array (from PC) . */ 

float Outputvec[N2+M-1]; /* Output vector array (back to PC) . */ 

file://c:/dsptools/Stdlib.h
file://c:/dsptools/math.h
file://c:/dsptools/time.h
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float Coeff l t [FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE]; /* tap weight of F F F and F B F * / 

float Noise1[N1+M-1]; 

float Noise2[N2+M-1]; 

long *PCproceedf lag,*DSPproceedf lag; /* P C o D S P communication flags.*/ 

extern long CommO, C o m m i ; /* Use these absolute-location */ 

/* communication parameters for flags. */ 

extern float *Comm2,*Comm3 ) *Comm4,*Comm5,*Comm6,*Comm7,*Comm8; 

/* Use these as pointers to arrays holding floats. */ 

void conv(float *vec1, int vec1_size, float *vec2, int vec2_size, float *dest); 

/*the convolution function*/ 

void ffflt(float *input, int size_of_input, float *flt_coef, int size_of_flt,float *output); 

/* This is feed forward filter 

* R E Q U I R E : "input" is pointed to signal array; 

* " f l tcoef" is the coefficient of the filter; 

* "output" is the output of filter. 

* P R O M I S E : calculate the output of a filter. 

*/ 

void DFEflt(float *flt_input,int input jength, float *tap_weight,int ff_size,int 

fb_size,float *output); 

/* Calculate the output of the D F E filter */ 

void TH_FF(float *data,int da ta jength , float *tap_weight,int ff_size,int 

fb_size,float *output); 

/* Work as a TH precoder and FF filter, used in the forward link from Base Station 

to portable */ 

float dot(float *vec1, float *vec2, int vec_size); 

/* R E Q U I R E : v e d and vec2 must have the same size; 

* P R O M I S E : Calculate the dot product of v e d and vec2; e.g: 

v e d = {0.1,0.2,0.3}; vec2 = {1,2,3}; 
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function will return: 0.1*1+0.2*2+0.3*3 = 1.4 

*/ 

void lms(float *flt_input,int input_length,float *signal,float *tap_weight,int f l t s i ze ) ; 

/** P R O M I S E : L M S algorithm is used to training the tap weight of the filter. */ 

void rls(float *flt_input,int input jength, float *signal, float *tap_weight,int flt_size); 

/** P R O M I S E : R L S algorithm is used to training the tap weight of the filter. */ 

void DFErls(float *flt_input,int input jength, float *signal, float *tap_weight,int 

ff_size,int fb_size); 

float DecFun(float input); 

/* return 1 or -1 base on the value of input */ 

void UpdatR(float * *R , float *temp,float *K); 

void UpdatRDFE(f loat * *R , float *temp,float *K); 

/* R matrix update with both FF Filter and FB Filter used in rls algorithm */ 

void Shiftin(float input.float *temp,intflt_size); 

/* data moves in filter, input is the data, temp points to the vector of the filter on 

each tap*/ 

float Modula(float input, float step_size); 

void sgnl_gen(float *signal,long length); 

void VectorAdd(float *vec1 .float *vec2,int length); 

main() 

{ 

long i,j; 

float *chan_out; 

/*float *chan_out2;*/ 
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float flt_out[N2]; /* if also define f l t ou t as pointer, use malloc to specify the 

size, then this function won't be able to handle long data 

sequence (limit to 900 only)*/ 

PCproceedf lag = &CommO; /* Ass ign meaningful names to pointers to 7 

DSPproceedflag= &Comm1 ; /* flags used to communicate with P C . 7 

Comm2 = InputXrain; /* Put starting addresses of input and output 7 

Comm3 = Channel ; /* arrays in absolute locations so the P C can 7 

Comm4 = Outputvec; /* find the arrays. 7 

Comm5 = Coefflt; 

Comm6 = InputData; 

Comm7 = No ise l ; /* Noise was add to the channel during training 7 

Comm8 = Noise2; /* Noise was add to the channel during Data T X 7 

*PCproceedf lag = 1;/* Tell P C that all pointers are initialized. 7 

/* (The P C inits this to zero, then puts it 7 

/* back to zero after each time it goes high.) 7 

while (*DSPproceedflag == 0) /* Wait for P C to download input arrays. 7 

» 

*DSPproceedf lag = 0; /* Set flag back to zero for next time use 7 

chan_out = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N1 +M-1 )); 

/* Training part 7 

conv( lnputTrain,N1,Channel,M.chanout) ; /*signal pass through channel7 

VectorAdd(chan_out,Noise1 ,N1+M-1 ); 

DFErls(chan_out,N1,lnputTrain,Coeff l t ,FF_SIZE,FB_SIZE); /*use rls algorithm to 

update tapweight7 

f ree(chanout) ; 
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/* Equalization part 7 

sgnl_gen(lnputData,N2); /* Generate data from the dsp right after 

training finished. 7 

TH_FF(lnputData,N2,Coeff l t ) FF_SIZE,FB_SIZE,f l t_out); /*pass through TH 

precoder and FF filter*/ 

conv(flt_out,N2,Channel,M.Outputvec); /* Pass through Channe l7 

VectorAdd(Outputvec,Noise2,N2+M-1 ); /* Noise was added to the 

signal 7 

/* Data pass to the receiver side Portable P C 7 

*PCproceedf lag = 1 ;/* Tell P C that the answers are ready. 7 

}/* End of Main. 7 

void sgnl_gen(float *signal,long length) 

{ int temp,i ; 

time_t t; 

srand((unsigned) time(&t)); 

for (i=0; i<length; i++) 

{ 

temp = rand()%100 - 50; 

if (temp > 0) 

signal[i] = 1; 

else 

signal[i] = - 1 ; 

} 
} /* End of sgnl_gen function 7 

void conv(float *vec1 ,int vec1_size, float *vec2, int vec2_size, float *dest) 

{ int i , j ; 

for (i = 0; i<vec1_size+vec2_size-1; i++) 
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dest[¡] = 0; 

for (¡=0; ¡<vec1_size; i++) 

{ for (j=0; j<vec2_size; j++) 

dest[i+j] = dest [i+j] + vec1[i]*vec2[j]; /*end of for loop of j 7 

}/*end of for loop of i*/ 

}/*end of function conv*/ 

void ffflt(float *input, int size_of_input, float *flt_coef, int size_of_flt,float *output) 

{float temp[20]; 

int i j ; 

/* Initialize the temp vector */ 

for (i=0; i<size_of_flt; i++) 

temp[i] = 0; 

for (i=0; i<size_of_input+size_of_flt-1 ;i++) 

{ 
for (j=size_of_flt-1 ;j>0; j - ) 

temp[j] = temp[j-1]; 

temp[0]=input[i]; 

outputfi] = dot(temp,flt_coef,size_of_flt); 

} 

} /* End of function ffflt 7 

void DFEflt(float *flt_input,int input jength, float *tap_weight,int f fs ize. in t 

fb_size,float *output) 

{ 
float temp[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE]; 

float dd = 0; 

int i,j,flt_size; 

f l t s i z e = ff_size + fb_size; 

/* initialize input vector */ 
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for (¡=0; i< flt_size; i++) 

temp[i] = 0; 

for (i=0; i<input_length;i++) 

{ 
for G=flt_size-1 ;j>0; j - ) 

temp[j]=temp[j-1]; 

temp[0]=flt_input[i]; 

temp[ff_size]= dd; 

output[i] = dot(temp,tap_weight,flt_size); 

dd = DecFun(output[i]); 

}/* training sequence i loop */ 

} /* End of function DFEflt */ 

void TH_FF(float *data,int da ta jength , float *tap_weight,int ff_size,int 

fbs ize . f loa t *output) 

{ 

float tap_f[FF_SIZE],tap_b[FB_SIZE],temp_f[FF_SIZE],temp_b[FB_SIZE]; 

float pre_mod = 0; 

int i; 

/* initialize input vector of the backward filter */ 

for (i = 0;i<ff_size;i++) 

tap_f[i] = tap_weight[i]; /* copy the parameter of FF fitler*/ 

for (i=0; i< fb_size; i++) 

{ 
tempbf i ] = 0; 

tap_b[i] = tap_weight[ff_size+i]; /* copy the parameter of FB fitler*/ 

} 

for (i=0; i<data_length;i++) 

{ 
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Shiftin(pre_mod,temp_b,fb_size); /* data move in the feedback filter*/ 

pre_mod = dot(temp_b,tap_b,fb_size) + data[i]; 

pre_mod = Modula(pre_mod,0.3); /* modula-N arithmatic, bring value within 

[1,-1]*/ 

Shiftin(pre_mod,temp_f,ff_size); /* data move in the feed forward filter*/ 

output[i] = dot(temp_f,tap_f,ff_size); /* new coding till here */ 

}/* training sequence i loop 7 

} /* End of function T H _ F F 7 

float dot(float *vec1, float *vec2,int vec_size) 

{ 

float result = 0; 

int i; 

for (¡=0; i<vec_size; i++) 

result = result + vec1[i]*vec2[i]; 

return result; 

} /* End of dot function*/ 

void lms(float *flt_input,int input_length,float *signal,float *tap_weight,int flt_size) 

{ 

float temp[FF_SIZE]; 

float estimated, error.desired; 

float adj_step = 0.0075; 

int i,j,tap_delay; 

tap_delay = (int) ceil(flt_size/2); 

for (i=0;i<FF_SIZE;i++) 

tap_weight[i] = 0; 

/* Initialize the temp vector 7 

for (i=0; i< flt_size; i++) 
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temp[i] = 0; 

for (¡=0; i<input_length;i++) 

{ 

for (j=flt_size-1 ;j>0; j - ) 

temp[j]=temp[j-1]; 

temp[0]=flt_input[i]; 

estimated = dot(temp,tap_weight,flt_size); 

if (i<tap_delay) 

desired = 0; 

else 

desired = signal[i-tap_delay]; 

error = desired - estimated; 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++) 

{ 
tap_weight[j]=tap_weight[j]+adj_step*error*tempO]; 

} 

} 
} /* End of function Ims */ 

float DecFun(float input) 

{ 

float result; 

if (input>0) 

result = 1 ; 

else 

result = -1 ; 

return result; 

} /* End of Decision_Dev function */ 
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void rls(float *flt_input,int input jength, float *signal, float *tap_weight,int f l t s i ze ) 

{ 

float temp[FF_SIZE],K[FF_SIZE],*R[FF_SIZE],dotRTemp[FF_SIZE]; 

float estimated, error,desired,KBase; 

float delta = 0.004; 

float lamda = 1 ; 

int i,j,jj,tap_delay; 

/* Initialize tap weight vector & R matrix */ 

for (i=0;i<FF_SIZE;i++){ 

R[i]=(float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*FF_SIZE); 

if(!R[i]){ 

/* puts("lnsufficient memory for output arrays R[i]");7 

exit(1 ); 

} 
} 
for (i=0;i<FF_SIZE;i++) 

tap_weight[i] = 0; 

/* Initialize the R vector */ 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++){ 

forOj=0;jj<flt_size;jj++){ 

if GJ==J) 

RÜ]Qj]= 1/delta; 

else 

RD][JJ]= 0; 

} 

} 

t a p d e l a y =(int)ceil(flt_size/2); 

/* initialize input vector 7 
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for (i=0; i< flt_size; i++) 

temp[i] = 0; 

for (¡=0; i<input_length;i++) 

{ 
for (j=flt_size-1 ;j>0; j - ) 

temp[j]=temp[j-1]; 

temp[0]=flt_input[i]; 

estimated = dot(temp,tap_weight,flt_size); 

if (i<tap_delay) 

desired = 0; 

else 

desired = signal[i-tap_delay]; 

error = desired - estimated; 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++) 

dotRTemp[j]=dot(R[j],temp,flt_size); 

KBase = lamda + dot(temp,dotRTemp,flt_size); 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++) 

{ 
K[j]= dotRTemp[j]/KBase; 

tap_weight[j]=tap_weight[j]+K[j]*error; 

} 

UpdatR(R,temp,K); 

}/* training sequence i loop */ 

for(i=0;i<FF_SIZE;i++) 

free(R[i]); 

} /* End of function R L S 7 

void DFErls(float *flt_input,int input jength, float *signal, float *tap_weight,int 

ff_size,int fb_size) 
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float temp[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE], K[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE] , *R[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE] , 

dotRTemp[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE]; 

float estimated, error.desired.KBase; 

float delta = 0.004; 

float lamda = 1 ; 

float dd=0; 

int i,j,jj,tap_delay,flt_size; 

flt_size = f f s i z e + f b s i z e ; 

/* Initialize tap weight vector & R matrix */ 

for (i=0;i<flt_size;i++){ 

R[i]=(float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(flt_size)); 

if(!R[i]){ 

/* puts("lnsufficient memory for output arrays R[i]");7 

exit(1); 

} 

} 
for (i=0;i<flt_size;i++) 

tap_weight[i] = 0; 

/* Initialize the R vector 7 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++){ 

forOJ=0;jj<flt_size;jj++){ 

if (jj==j) 

R[j][jj]= 1/delta; 

else 

RD1DJ]= 0; 

} 

} 
tap_delay =(int)ceil(ff_size/2); 
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/* initialize input vector */ 

for (i=0; i< flt_size; i++) 

temp[i] - 0; 

for (i=0; i<input_length;i++) 

{ for (j=flt_size-1 ;j>0; j - ) 

{ 
temp[j]=temp[j-1]; 

} 
temp[0]=flt_input[i]; 

temp[ff_size]= dd; 

estimated = dot(temp,tap_weight,flt_size); 

dd = DecFun(estimated); 

if (i<tap_delay) 

desired = 0; 

else 

desired = signal[i-tap_delay]; 

error = desired - estimated; 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++) 

{dotRTemp[j]=dot(R[j],temp,flt_size); 

} 

K B a s e = lamda + dot(temp,dotRTemp,flt_size); 

for (j=0;j<flt_size;j++) 

{ 
K[j]= dotRTemp[j]/KBase; 

tap_weight[j]=tap_weight[j]+K[j]*error; 

} 

UpdatRDFE(R,temp,K); 

}/* training sequence i loop */ 

for(i=0;i<FF_SIZE;i++) 



free(R[i]); 

} /* End of function D F E _ R L S 7 

void UpdatR(float * *R , float *temp,float *K) 

{ 

float *temp2[FF_SIZE],*temp1[FF_SIZE], dotTemp[FF_SIZE]; 

intj j j ; 

float lamda = 1 ; 

forC=0;j<FF_SIZE;j++) 

{ 

temp2[j]=(float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*FF_SIZE); 

if(!temp2D]){ 

/*puts("lnsufficient memory for output arrays temp2[j]");7 

exit(1); 

} 

} 

forC=0;j<FF_SIZE;j++) 

{ 
tempi [j]=R[j]; 

} 

/* R matrix Transformation 7 

for G=0;j<FF_SIZE;j++){ 

for (jj=0;jj<FF_SIZE;jj++) 

{ 

temp20]0J] = tempi 0J]D]; 

} / * E n d o f j j l o o p 7 

dotTemprj]=dot(temp,temp2[j],FF_SIZE); 

} 
forG=0;j<FF_SIZE;j++) 
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free(temp2[j]); 

/* R matrix after the %d update. 7 

for G=0;j<FF_SIZE;j++){ 

for (jj=0;jj<FF_SIZE;jj++) 

{ 

R[j]ÜJ]=1/lamda*(temp1G]ÜJ]-KD]*dotTemp0j]); 

} /* End of jj loop*/ 

} / * E n d o f j l o o p 7 

} I* End of function UpdatR 7 

void UpdatRDFE(f loat * *R , float *temp,float *K) 

{ 

float *temp2[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE],*temp1 [FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE], 

dotTemp[FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE]; 

intj j j ; 
float lamda = 1 ; 

foru=0;j<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;j++) 

{ 

temp2[j]=(float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE)); 

if(!temp2[j]){ 

/* puts("lnsufficient memory for output arrays temp2[j]");7 

exit(1); 

} 

} 

forC=0;j<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;j++) 

{ 
tempi [j]=R[j]; 

} 
/* pr intf fR matrix Transformation \n");7 
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for 0=O;j<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;j++){ 

forCJ=0;jj<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;jj++) 

{ 

temp2[j][jj] = tempi [jj][j]; 

} /* End of jj loop*/ 

dotTemp[j]= dot(temp,temp2[j],FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE); 

} 
forG=0;j<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;j++) 

free(temp2[j]); 

/*printf("R matrix after the %d update. \n",i);7 

for (j=0;j<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;j++){ 

foruJ=0;jj<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE;jj++) 

{ 
RD][jJ]=1/lamda*(temp1D]DJ]-K[j]*dotTemp[jj]); 

} /* End of jj loop*/ 

}/* End of j loop */ 

} /* End of function Upda tRDFE 7 

void Shiftin(float input.float *temp,int flt_size) 

{ 

int i; 

for (i=flt_size-1;i>0; i~) 

{ 

temp[i] = temp[i-1]; 

} 

temp[0] = input; 

} /* End of Shiftin function 7 

float Modula(float input, float s t e p s i z e ) 
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{ 
while (input > 1) 

input = input - step_size; 

while(input<-1) 

input = input + step_size; 

return input; 

} /* End of Mod function with single value 7 

void VectorAdd(float *vec1 .float *vec2,int length) 

{ 

int i; 

for (i=0;i<length;i++) 

vec1[i] = vec1[i] + vec2[i]; 

} /* End of VectorAdd function 7 
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Appendix B: The C program used on the desktop 

computer 

/* 

*pcfwdSTH.C - This is a P C control program that downloads and runs 

30fwd.OUT on the D S P 3 2 C board. It is for T H F F filter. 

* It controls the simulation, the data acquisition. 

7 

#include "c:\lsic30\hll\tms30.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#define B O A R D A D R 0x290 /* Factory default I/O address. 7 

#define C O M M 0 0x30000L /* Start of .bss memory area. 7 

#define P C P R O C E E D F L A G C O M M 0 + 0 /* Absolute memory locations 

#define D S P P R O C E E D F L A G C O M M 0 + 1 /* reserved in L S I C M A P . C M D . 

7 

#define I N P U T T R A I N 

#define C H A N N E L 

#define O U T P U T V E C 

#define C O E F F L T 

#define INPUTDATA 

#define NOISE1 

C O M M 0 + 2 

C O M M 0 + 3 

C O M M O + 4 

C O M M 0 + 5 

C O M M 0 + 6 

C O M M 0 + 7 

file://c:/lsic30/hll/tms30.h


#define N 0 I S E 2 COMMO + 8 

#define M A X C O U N T 40000 /* - M a x delay while waiting 7 

#define N1 

#define N2 

#define M 2 

40 

1900 

/* for D S P to respond. 7 

/* when lenghth of data is 900 with B E R 

/*multipath channel7 

#define FF SIZE 5 

#define FB SIZE 2 

unsigned long 

lnputTrainLoc,lnputDataLoc,ChannelLoc,OutputvecLoc,CoeffltLoc; 

unsigned long Noise1Loc,Noise2Loc; 

void sgnl_gen(float *signal,long length); 

void NoiseGen(float *Noise,long length,int snr); 

float BER(float *input,float *output, int length,int delay); 

void ModArray(float *input, int length, float s t e p s i z e ) ; 

void DecisionDev(float *input,int length, float *output); 

/* 

* P R O M I S E : Change the input signal to bipolar data with only -1 and 1. 

7 

void StartDSPBoard(unsigned char* loadfile); 

void WaitForDsp(void); 

void WaitForDspTrEq(void); 
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void GetPtr2DspMem(void); 

void main(int argc, unsigned char** argv) 

{ 

FILE* ofp; 

long i; 

int delay; 

float *lnputTrain, *lnputData, *Channel , 

*Outputvec,*Coeffl t ,*Noise1,*Noise2,*RXdata; 

delay = (int) cei l (FF_SIZE/2); 

InputTrain = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*N1); 

InputData = (float *)malloc(sizeof (float)*N2); 

Channel = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*M); 

Outputvec = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N2+M-1 )); 

Coefflt = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*(FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE)); 

No ise l = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*N1 ); 

Noise2 = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*N2); 

RXdata = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*N2); 

if (!lnputTrain||!lnputData||!Channel||!Outputvec||!Coefflt||!Noise1 ||!Noise2) { 

puts("lnsufficient memory for malloc function!!!\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 

/*check the input file name*/ 

if (argc < 3) { 

pr int f fUsage: <c30 .out filename> <output filename>\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
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sgnl_gen(lnputTrain,N1); /* Generate training sequence from the PC(portable)*/ 

Channel[0] = 0.5; /* simulate the Channel*/ 

Channel[1] = 0.9; 

NoiseGen(Noise1,N1+M-1,30); /*Generate noise in the channel during training 7 

NoiseGen(Noise2,N2+M-1,30); /*Generate noise in the channel during data T X 7 

StartDSPBoard(argv[1]); 

WaitForDsp( ); /* Wait till D S P has initialized the absolute locations that contain 7 

/* pointers to the input and output arrays. 7 

GetPtr2DspMem( ); /* Returns the value held in a Dsp mem loc. 

In this case, returns ptr to data arrays in dsp mem.7 

WrBlkFlt(lnputTrainLoc, DUAL , N1, InputTrain); /* Download Training data to 

dsp .7 

WrBlkFlt(ChannelLoc, DUAL , M, Channel); /* Download channel parameters to 

dsp. 7 

WrBlkFlt(Noise1 Loc,DUAL,N1 +M-1 ,Noise1 ); /* Download noise array. 7 

WrBlkFlt(Noise2Loc,DUAL,N2+M-1,Noise2); 

P u t 3 2 B i t ( D S P P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L , 0 x 1 L); /* Tell D S P to start calculation. 7 

WaitForDspTrEq(); /* Wait for D S P to finish training and finish equalization.*/ 

if (InputTrain) free(lnputTrain); 

ofp = fopen(argv[2],"w"); 

if (!ofp) { 

puts("Cannot open output file"); 
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exit(1); 

} 
fprintf(ofp,"\n The result after running the program \" %s \":\n",argv[1]); 

fprintf(ofp,"\n Training data from P C is %d long,\n The data sequence generated 

from dsp is %d long.",N1,N2); 

fphntf(ofp,"\n Use %d tap F F filter and %d tap FB f i l ter \n",FF_SIZE,FB_SIZE); 

fprintf(ofp, "\n The delay will be: %d ".delay); 

fprintf(ofp, "\n Noise had been added into the channel."); 

RdBlkFlt( lnputDataLoc,DUAL,N2,lnputData); /* Get data from dsp .7 

RdBlkFlt(OutputvecLoc,DUAL,N2+M-1 .Outputvec); /* Get element-by-element 

7 

RdBlkFl t (Coef f l tLoc,DUAL I FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE I Coeff l t ) ; /*Get the tap weights 

after the data transmit*/ 

/* Receiver side data recover 7 

ModArray(Outputvec,N2+M-1,0.3); /* Demodula signal at the 

receiver side 7 

DecisionDev(Outputvec,N2,RXdata); /* Recover the output data back to bipolar 

siganl*/ 

/* Print values to output data file: 7 

fprintf(ofp,"\n\n Data generated from dsp is \n"); 

for (i=100; i<140; i++) 

{ 

fprintf(ofp," %8.4f ",lnputData[i]); 

} 
fprintf(ofp,"\n\n Tap_weight of the filter used for transmit the data \n"); 
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for (i=0; i<FF_SIZE+FB_SIZE; i++) 

{ 

fprintf(ofp," %8.4f ",Coefflt[i] ); 

} 
fprintf(ofp,"\n\n Data received at the PC(portable) \n"); 

for (i=100+delay; i<140+delay; i++) 

{ 

fprintf(ofp," %8.4f ",RXdata[i] ); 

} 

fprintf(ofp,"\n\n B E R is %f. , , ,BER(lnputData,RXdata,N2 >delay)); 

if (Noisel ) free(Noise1 ); 

if (Noise2) free(Noise2); 

if (InputData) free(lnputData); 

if (Channel) free(Channel); 

if (Outputvec) free(Outputvec); 

if (Coefflt) free(Coefflt); 

if (RXdata) free(RXdata); 

if (ofp) fclose(ofp); 

} I* End of main() 7 

/* Start of sgnal_gen function 7 

void sgnl_gen(float *signal,long length) 

{ 
int temp,i ; 

time_t t; 
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srand((unsigned) t¡me(&t)); 

for (¡=0; i<length; ¡++) 

{ 

temp = rand()%100 - 50; 

if (temp > 0) 

signal[i] = 1; 

else 

signal[i] = - 1 ; 

} 
} /* End of s g n l g e n function 7 

void NoiseGen(float *Noise,long length,int snr) 

{ 

int temp,i ; 

float level; 

time_t t; 

srand((unsigned)time(&t)+7); 

level = sqrt(pow10(-snr/10)); /* Noise level 7 

for (i=0; i<length; ¡++) 

{ 
temp = rand()%100 - 50; 

if (temp > 0) 

Noise[i] = level; 

else 

Noise[i] = -level; 

} 
} /* End of NoiseGen function 7 

float BER(float *input,float *output, int length,int delay) 

{ 
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float result; 

int i,count = 0; 

for (i=0;i< length-delay;i++) 

{ 
if (input[i]!=output[i+delay]) 

count += 1 ; 

} 
result = (float)count/(length); 

return result; 

} /* Function B E R (Bit Error Rate)*/ 

void DecisionDev(float *input,int length, float *output) 

{ 

int i; 

for (i=0;i<length; ¡++) 

{ 

if (input[i]>0) 

output[i] = 1 ; 

else 

output[i] = -1 ; 

} 
} /* End of Decision_Dev function 7 

void StartDSPBoard(unsigned char* loadfile) 

{ 

unsigned short loadstat; 

II SelectBoard 

II Put32Bit 

II Reset Declared in tms30.h, defined in 30librar.c 
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Il coffLoad Declared in tms30.h but defined in coffLrg.obj 

Il supplied by Spectrum for Borland compilers. 

Se lec tBoard(BOARDADR) ; 

loadstat = coffLoad(loadfile); /* Special load function; required 7 

/* with -cr (RAM) linker option. 7 

if (loadstat != 0) { 

printf("\n\nError During Program Load!!!!\n"); 

printf("coffl_oad() returned %x\n\n", loadstat); 

exit(1); 

} 

phntf("File %s is loaded\n",loadfile); 

P u t 3 2 B i t ( P C P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L , 0 x 0 L ) ; II Make sure flag is set to 

zero. 

P u t 3 2 B i t ( D S P P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L , 0 x 0 L ) ; II Make sure flag is set to 

zero. 

Reset(); II Start D S P 

printf("DSP Board is started\n"); 

} /* End of Star tDSPBoard Function 7 

void WaitForDsp(void) { 

/* Wait till D S P has initialized the absolute locations that contain 

* pointers to the input and output arrays.7 

long a; 

for (a=0; a < M A X C O U N T && ( G e t 3 2 B i t ( P C P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L ) == 

OxOL); a++) 

; /* Wait loop.7 

if (a==MAXCOUNT) { 

printf("Timeout waiting for array pointers!!!\n"); 
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exit(1); 

} 
P u t 3 2 B i t ( P C P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L , 0 x 0 L ) ; Il Set flag back to zero 

} /* End of Wa i tForDspO 7 

void Wai tForDspTrEq(vo id) 

{/* Wai t for D S P to finish training and finish equal izat ion. 7 

long a ; 

for (a=0; a< M A X C O U N T && ( G e t 3 2 B i t ( P C P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L ) != 0x1 L); 

a++) 

; /* Wait loop - till answer array is ready. 7 

if ( a = = M A X C O U N T ) 

{ printf("Timeout waiting for training and equalization finished!!!\n"); 

printf("The answers are printed anyway:\n"); 

} 
P u t 3 2 B i t ( P C P R O C E E D F L A G , D U A L , 0 x 0 L ) ; /* Set flag back to zero for next 

t ime. 7 

} r End of Wai tForDspTrEq( ) 7 

void GetPt r2DspMem(vo id) 

{ / *Get32Bi t defined in tms30.h, source in 30l ibrar.c.7 

InputTrainLoc = Get32Bi t ( I N P U T T R A I N . D U A L ) ; /* Get actual starting 7 

InputDataLoc = Get32Bi t ( I N P U T D A T A . D U A L ) ; /* addresses of a r rays .7 

Channe lLoc = Get32Bi t ( C H A N N E L , D U A L ) ; 

OutputvecLoc = Get32Bi t ( O U T P U T V E C . D U A L ) ; 

Coeff l tLoc = Get32Bi t ( C O E F F L T . D U A L ) ; 

N o i s e l Loc = Get32B¡t (NOISE1 .DUAL) ; 

No i se2Loc = Get32Bi t ( N O I S E 2 . D U A L ) ; 

} /* End of Ge tP t r2DspMem( ) 7 



void M od Array (float *input, int length, float step_size) 

{ int i; 

for (i=0;i<length;i++){ 

while (input[i] > 1) 

input[i] = inputfi] - step_size; 

while(input[i]<-1) 

inputfi] = inputfi] + step_size; 

}} /* End of Mod function return a pointer to array */ 

} /* End of Mod function. 




